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MORE ECHOES FROM PARSONS BEACH

QUIET WEDDING

NEW STORE

TO RE-OPEN

On Wednesday at a quiet home
The soap factory at Wells Depot
Rich Americans, for the most, Now we come to the incident of
DEATH OF MISS FANNY WIN CHESTER KINGSBURY
wedding Charles'. C; Perkins, chair The Farmer’s Union, which has which, previous to the war, was
part, have no conception that their the robbery at' Parsons Beach. The
man of the Kennebunk Board of been conducting a grain and flour run by the Pitts Soap Co. and
country has problems that their records of the United States De
Winchester Kingsbury departed Selectmen, and Mrs. Cora M. Libby' business in a small shack in Water which was compelled to close ow
money won’t settle; troubles that partment of. Commerce, previous The inner significance of this] ny
from the Kingsburg Mansion for were .united in- marriage at the street since the collapse of Their ing to the scarcity and high cost or
philanthropy; the police, the Bil-.- to the World War, show importa life of ours, with the past day’s the
distant—and so near, land of home of' the groom in Fletcher St. building next to the laundry in both labor and materials, will be
ly Sunday cannot cure. They will tions of ‘precious and semi-preci late fulfilling and its dream of the which
know so little, and Rev. B, H. Talton, pastor of the which they started operations reopened in a short time by a re
give millions for education and ous stones’ amounting annually to morrow, now and then feels the hope .sowe-all
Baptistchurch officiated. Only the abotit a'year ago, is erecting a com organized company known as the
.
medicine, but not a cent for chang nearly, fifty million dollars. This tidal sweep of Silently surrounding At themuch.
home, on Tuesday of this immediate family of the contract modious and up-to-date store build I Pitts Soap and Products Co. A
ing the rules of the political and is .mostly for personal display—- mortality that no will or human week, a few
4ng on the site of their first ven considerable sum of new New York
friends gathered afld ing parties were present.
business game or for new social worn on the persons of the pur emotion can control. And then took part in the
ture. The building, which is set capital has been put into the busi
simpleservice Miss
we Want to thipk opt. and apply the
and economic ideas. They will en chasers.
be ness and a number oitthousands of
desired should be said UPPER ALEWIVE SCHOOL RE on; heavy concrete piles,
dow universities, not. for the coun- New York is the city in which, right.: ^solution of things—fathom, Kingsbur/
35 feet front by 60 feet deep, one dollars worth of new machinery
at the end. Rev. Daniel Munroe
OPENS
tr’s good, but to produce more suc as to Mecca, the rich from all over the reason why “our wishes length Wilson,
and one half stories, with ihansard has been bought and it-is under
formerly of the Unitarian
cessfill men like themselves—more the country cOme. They have put en as our sun. declines,”
of this village?? now of The school at; Upper Alewive, roof. The studding will be four stood to be on the way. iThe'plant
money in their purse, and they are The passing of the kindly woman Church,
money-makers.
teen feet. -The work is being done will manufacture a washing, pow
Dover, N. H., read the two poems
The rich seem to have little con in New York for a good time. Their wh.ose name is. written first above given, below—from the pen of the which was ordered reopened at the by Kimball & Bickford. »
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w^ich we print the following, letmore fully stock, -a large line of prise,
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op the Parspns Beach Robbery.
Then see how long drawn out long, standing, Mr. Charles Brooks contention of the voters of the dis- provisions. They will also carry
rily tend to restrain a man’s ex this thread of life is. Over one Appleton,
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
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that the larger number of pu farming tools and implements and
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at
the
mint
of
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for

hundred and thirty-seven* years Miss Grace.Clark of' Brookline,. trict
I seem to remember that you
a limited stock of hardware.
pils
coine
from
the
upper
section.
tunes.
This
restraint
is
removed
ago. “Miss Fanny Winchester Mass., Mr. Edmund. Winchester It has been found impossible to II Whether they will stock with other The following real estate trans-^
were fond of Ralph Waldo Emer
great-grandfather Kingsbury and his wife, Mrs. J. B.
son. I am sure you will see the in New York, where the sources of Kingsbury’s
lines is to be determined by-the de- fers have been recorded at the Reg-jg
.all of the alterations neces- inand.
wealth
are
distant,*
Extravagance
application of the following quota
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York
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not
the
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man Mansion, which had been of New Haven, Ct., and Mr. Roger
tion from ‘The Progress, of Culture’
tious check of the memory of toil. builded at the Landing by Theo Baldwin, son of Hon, Simon Bald- of the state board on account of
Alfred—Ferguson, Mary E.— .
/‘When classes are exasperated The greasy operative, the grimy
the'short time allowed for the
against each other, the peace of miner, the sweaty iron worker, the dore Lyman for a bride who grew .win. Judge of Vermont Supreme work, but the building has been CLARK BUYS MAXWELL ES Gervais, Malvina.
TATE
Kennebunk—Richardson, Ira W.
the world is always kept by strik bloody .‘packer,’ the panting stoker, to mjss the lights of New York and I Court.
fired nf the quiet bf Kennebunk-/- , . Miss Fanpy Winchester Kings put into a perfectly comfortable
—McGuire, Louise et al.
ing a new note,”
can all be forgotten in the evening arid so‘ went back to her own place.' bury was interred in the Hope Cem c-ondition, with new floors, plaster
- The Enterprise says truly, “the sheen of Fifth Avenue asphalt, and
ing and other necessary repairs, Deputy Sheriff Joseph ?Bt Clark Kennebunkport—Kennebunkport
Parsons. Beach Robbery cannot be in the social .remoteness of fash And John Bourne, and Elizabeth etery at Éénneburik for the pres including painting of The interior | purchased the . Barak Maxwell, es- Seashore Co.-—Norton, Reuel W.;
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that
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charged to Maine but to New York ionables seaside resbrts.
The exterior is being painted thisjtate last week,
T/_. This place, which Eldridge,-B. F.—Eldridge, Charles
Mansion—these were the will be changed later. /
City.” And New York City; has So the positive examplè of vice Lyman
week.
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consists of a :residence- bf fifteen H.; Seavey, Rose M.—Heckman,
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and
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been called an ulcer. It swells and breeding waste, seriously accuses
LIFE
rooms with a frontage of about Henry A.; Kennebunkport Sea
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festers on the surface of human the rich of a certain class in New
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population which is only healthy York. . And* the effect of the New
When one’s pain is bravely borne;
250 feet depth was, at the time that Maine; Eldridge, Lizzie—Drown,- ;
»in its sparser distribution, It York rich on the-New York poor bury—-you see it hag beep changed Just uplifted, strengthened,
Fine squashes, $1.50 per 100 lbs. the house was built about fifty Hiram L.; Wakefield Sylvia M. et ,
from
\
Lyman,
Mansion
today.
breeds criminals. It graduates is decidedly unfavorable', The
By the prayer that’s; breathed at at the house, $2.00 delivered,
years .ago, Considered one of the al—Nunan, Frank A. et al.
thieves, murderers, and pimps as rich ■ are too careless: about their Quaint, secular, antique.
morn.
Horace
Furbish
finest in the county. It is splendid Lyman—Kimball, Nancy O. et al
naturally as universities graduate servants ; as the numbers increases In the years the old mansion past
Sea Road,
ly built, with high studded rooms —Davis, John H Jr.; Kimball,
to
Henry
’
Kingsbury,
the
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'scholars,
, accommodations ' decrease. Be- father df Miss Fanpy, Then to Geo. Just a heart that feels for others,
Kennebunk, Me. and beautiful interior finish. Dur Freda E.—Davis, John H. Jr. $255.
You see the$ how1 careless use sides this phase there is another, H. Kingsbury, the father, who lived Through, its own grief great and 10-2-19, 3t. Adv, ch.
Wells?—Cluff, Charles H.—Wight
ing the'summer Mr. Clark has had
, small,
of »money in New York City calls, that of. neglected bills. And the , at
The property-under , lease and has man, Mary J.; Cluff, Chas. H.— •'r
Mass., where the sub Just a soul responding gladly.
. robbers to Maine. In connection poor lose money and respect at the jectBrookline,
FOR
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it as an annex to his hotel. Wightman, Mary' J.; Littlefield, \
of this history was bom. And To-God’s service and Love’s call; 8 weeks old, White Chester Pigs. used
»with a hotel robbery in New York, same time.
Mr. Clark intends to personally oc John G.—Chadborne, Isaiah; Get-,
the manager of the hotel said it | It i§~ .only a step "for the poor by this time the^old mansion had Onward marching, stumbling may
Curtis
Coombs
''
cupy the house this winter, after chel, Ernest C.—-Butler. George;
was very difficult to find honest servant to want .to get even by long since outlived the name of
West Kennebunk, Mel ] the closing of his hotel about No- Hooper, Laura A.—Clark, Nellie
. hqtel servants, especially waiters. tracking the rich master or mis? Lyman and was now known—as if Till thebe,wings are fully gyown.
Adv.
10-2-19.
3t.
pd.
.
i yetnber first. Before the beginn- tF.;„ Cowell, Chas. F.—Sugden,
today, as the “Old -Kingsbury
They saw so much'^ndney Sqdan^ tress Tothe -pTace where he of/she is
Ling of The next summer season he .Seth et a|; Littlefield, Sidney E»
Mansion.” And, as always, death Then God smiles a benediction— i
- dered on dress, food, and drink rests for the night; and there get had
FOR
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[ivill make numerous impfovemeh'ts’ —Wells, Louise F.
been busy. And, with this In His arms He takes His. dwn.
■that they came to regard the rich ‘square’ by sucht-a robbery as you
¡including finishing the rooms on York—Rogers, Norman H.—LeMaud L. Kingsbury.
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’
s
havesting,
there
are
now
at fair prey, 'they feel towards the had down there in Maine. Sure but two:of that ancient family left
Apples on the trees, nice winter ¡the third floor. If satisfactory Claire, Isabell $.; Morgan, Marsh
OBITUARIES
rich as a thief feels towards a am I that this, as usual, is the in fe-Miss Maud L. living in the old
varieties, must be sold at once/ap- arrangements can be made Mr. all S.—-Inhabts. of York; Hutchins,
drunkard asleep in a doorway; why side history of’the Parsons Beach home at the Landing, and Mr. Ed We cannot really think of her as plv to Mrs. Jane Ryder, West Keri-1 Clark will -Ueep his new property Fred—Burlingame, Harry; Tapbeing
far
away,
leave hini to throw away his money robbery/’
Adv. °Pen as an al^^iyround hotel.
ley, Geo. W. et al.—Paul, John S.
mund Winchester Kingsbury of Her love, we trust, is with us still, nebunk, Me.
or. for some one else to rob.
J. B, M.
Framingham, Maps.
unfailing day by day,
For some of the summers past
The case of Edgar Ward, indict Miss Fanny Winchester Kingsbury For God is Love, and we but feel
MARRIAGE INTENTIONS
”■ our Father would not part
ed for an assault on ^imeon Ash has made Her home in the old house That which He planted in the soul,
worth of Haverhill on the state a real wonder place, with its cen
which binds us heart to heart.
The following intention of mar
tury ago carpets on the floors, the
riage has been filed with1 the town highway at Kennebunkport, was window panes .of an age forever
¿ontinued on Wednesday, when gone, and the latch of our great Thus in our loss, through grief and
clerk of Kennebqnk:—
and pain, through e’en the
J Sept. 29, 1919—Alexander Me- Called at the session 'of the Su -grandfathers days when its string
darkest night
lines, of Saco, machinest, single preme court in Alfred, to the Jan ihung always out-side the door. Lives on this hope, a gleaming star,
and Alice Marie Anderson, of Ken uary session of the. court. He is Miss Kingsbury had long loved
which sheds'its ray of light, '
nebunk, weaver, single, License now held .without bonds on the children—wanted to mother them An inspiration unto us,, Which
all—kept the'house summer-full of
granted Oct, 1.
charge of murder at Lewiston.
quickens, deepens trust,
them, and was most happy with Which leads us on, yea, heaven
them in this old home.
ward, as such examples must,
Miss Fanny had traveled much
—over the world. Had been a stu Until that wondrous glory breaks,
dent of literature and languages,
when sorhe day you and I
and was conversant with the Approach the “gates ajar,” to find
French and Italian tongues—speak
our loved, our own close by,’ .
ing'Them fluently. And she had Those dear, beloved, blessed ones,
gone messengering thru the world
who'journeyed on before..
Just received from the Shop of a high grade
I with kindness and helpfulness; , “0 death! Where is thy sting.” 0
grave! ’TiS life forevermore.
This week, as quietly and peace
shoe manufacturer
Maud L. Kingsbury.
fully j.s she' had lived The bld she
took up-the new regime—and Fan-J Brookline, Mass;

Women’

Black Kid Boots

LARRABEE’S

High Military and Low Heels

Department Store
ROSS BLOCK, KENNLBUNK, MAINE

Is just what the name tells you—a Depart
ment Store where everything up-to-the-minIute> in the way of HARDWARE
KITCHEN FURNISHINGS, COOK
and HEATING STOVES and FUR
NACES can be found. ALL under one
roof, at Prices that we would call Bargains
in other stores.

A Warm House Means Health
Ask us to come and look oyer your Heating Plant—
your Plumbing. Our work and Materials, the
8 LATEST-BEST.

Columbia Machines and Records
Sold on Easy Terms,
‘HOME TRADE IS YOUR TRADE

certificate bound in, was the gift
of the Rev. „ Mr. Coleman. There
a beautiful display of wedding
. At one of the prettiest weddings was
including a great deal of
which has been held in this section presents,
for years Ralph Fred Green and silver and cut glass.
MiSs Doris Marjorie Belyea were ; 'Eluding their guests, with the
united in marriage at Pinehurst, kindly connivance of Mrs. Dwight,
the magnificant estate of the Par the.-couple made an early escape,
sons at Parsons Beach ‘at 7.3Ô going by auto to Boston where
o’clock- on Wednesday evening. They-will spend their honey-moon.
The guests at the wedding cere On their return they will be at
mony were confined to the families home at the residence of Are-ytus
and the immediate friends of the Green where they will reside for
bride and groom. Rev. Will S. the winter.
Côlemân officiated, the double ring
service being used. The bride REMARKABLE BIBLE QUOTA
was gowned in a fawn traveling
TION
dress, with black velvet picture
hat and black velvet throw. She.
carried a beautiful bouquet of In their last ispue our esteemed
contemporary, printed a long and,
bride’s roses.
in.the main, highly lauditory arti
The bridesmaid wore dark blue cle anent the Kennebunk Liberty
velvet with a picture hat of the club. The following quotation oc
same material. Mr. Manchester curs.—“Who will ever know the
of Portland acted às best man. gladness that entered the heart of
Miss Belyea was given in marriage an orphan when presented with a
by her father. ’
pretty dress, warm socks and other
The-reception, at which there beautiful and useful clothing made
'were 'présent about ax hundred arid forwarded by the members ?'
quests, .was given by Mrs. E. M. Matthew 25:30 is for them.’1’; Now
D-wight; a close personal friend/of the first sentence is
beautiful
"both Mr.-. Green and Miss Belyea. thought, but just why the slam of
Pinehurst was a blaze Of, lights and the'seepnd should have been appli
was most tastefully decorated with ed to the esteemable members of
pinks, gladioli, and autumn leaves,, the club is incomprehensible.
set off by a background of pine Matthew 25:30 reads—“And cast
boughs. During the evening there ye the unprofitable servant into
was riiusic by Elmer Ridlon, violin, outer darkness : there. shall be
ist and Lillian Hawley, pianist. weeping and gnashing of teeth.” .
5 .Following the reception an elab
orate buffet lunch was served in
the dining room, at which the bride - FOR SALE:—4 weeks old White,
performed the- ceremony of cutting Chester Pig, inquire of Hairy E.
,the ornate' wedding cake. All of
the guests registered in the bride’s Knight, West Kennebunk, R. F. D.
Adv. 9-12-19, 3t pd.
book, which, with the marriage

Guaranteed Every Pair

GREEN—BELYEA

I

while
they
last

Value $7

I. CETLIN, Prop.

ONE STORE ONLY

13 Alfred Street,

Biddeford

KENNEBUNK ENTERPjÜSË, KENNEBUNK. MAINE

Ifcennebunk Enterprise
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PUBLISHER AND PROÇRIETOR, ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD,
^Enterprise Phone 19

CAPE PORPOISE
I

Announcing Our

Copies of the Enterprise can be had from—E. A. Bodge; C. H. Brown; *It isn’t the usual order of things COMMUNITY SINGING AT CAPE
to pick any amount of blueberries
and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk.
PORPOISE
the last of September, but that is A strong committee has been
E. C. Miller, Kennebunkport.
just what JRev. Norman W. Lind-, formed at the Cape to plan for the
Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
say and Chester Perkins did quite continued success and Usefulness
recently when they discovered a ()f
W. F. Cousens, Ogunquit, ;
the Friday evening gatherings
quantity of these same blueberries which, for many weeks past, have
Published at the Office of the
in fine condition, and hastened filled thé church with jolly, en
Enterprise Press
home for a receptacle - for their
people. In addition to
treasure. More than three quarts thusiastic
Kennebunk, Me.
thé Misses Elizabeth and Sadie
were gathered, and jt hasn’t been NUnan and Miss Louise Hutchins,
learned whether there is to be a thex ‘Sing’ conductors,—the follow1Subscriptions
new canning factory started uilder ing named ladies and gentlemen
$1.00
Yearly in advance
the firm name of Lindsay and Per
.25 kins^ in the interest\of the “Cape are the committee ¡-Captain Frank
Three Months
Nunan and Mrs., Nunan, Mr. and
Porpoise Forward Movement” dr Mrs. Frank Hutchins, Rev, Norman
Single Copies 3 Cents.
whether the berries were used for Lindsay,, Miss Helen F. Ward, Mrs.
home consumption.
Harvey Sinnett, Mr. and Mrs. Ed.z
Advertising Rates
Born Tuesday, Sept. 23d. to Mr. Huff and Mrs. Alice Hutchins. At
and
Mrs.
John
Cluff
of
Auburn,
a
the last ^meeting of the committee
Card of Thanks, 5c the line, minimum charge 50c.
son, John Lincoln.
jt was arranged to continue the
Resolutions, 5c the line, minimum charge $1.00.
Mr. Andrew Peterson and daugh ‘Sings’ weekly as now;—that the
ter,
Miss
Isabel
/Tribler,
returned
Classified Ads Editorial page, 5c the line.
committee come together at the
to the Cape from Monhegan, Tues close^of each ‘Sing’ to plan ahead
Display Ads rated on Application.
day. . .
z
and that some specially attractive
Early Friday morning soon after feature be provided for eaçh suc
leaving harbor Schooner Angeline cessive meetipg as a surprise.
THE HOME NEWSPAPER EVERYWHERE
PC. Nunan caught fire, causing con- Generally speàking, it is the in
■ siderable damage to cabin and tention and plan to make these
engines, and the vessel was taken wéekly gathërings a source of hap
piness, community uplift and getIs printScLnot for the -thousands but,for the' tens and hundred of to,Gloucester for repairs.
Miss Sadie M. Nunan left "for vtogetherness, gatherings,-safe and
thousands. It is the brave heart of the home saying things the w</rld Boston
this week where she will helpful for the young people in
at large needs to have told it—the people at home need to have told continue the study of uiusip for the
particular, which will increase
them and to them. And the rural press is one of the most militant winter.
théir interest and pleasure in their
Mr.
and
Mrs,
George
Grant
have
and tiréless teachers of real justice—makes the most cogent appeal
ov^n village life and in the conmoved
into
the
house
recently
pur

pahionship of each other. Native
for life,^liberty, and the pursuit of happiness for every man, woman,
chased,' and which has-been exten talent will be given full opportuni
and child, pf any-activity on this earth today.
sively remodeled.,
¿new1 songs and chorouses will
Of its own town .the rural newspaper speaks with authority—re- Mr4 and Mrs. E. I. Downing of ty
be] used, changes and new sugges
Arlington
Heights
have
been
spend
ports the working conditions of the units of óur social fabric—binds
tions adopted that are sure to intogether the present human life with the neither silent nor sightless ing the past month at the Robin creâse the enjoyment-and profit,
son
cottage.
They
have
returned
sj^ritally, of the many Who meet
soul of the/things that áre to come. And no'power on earth is stronger
to their home.
to! share the Friday evening hour;
with clarion voices to proclaim that the day of the people has/ come.
A special feature is being pre-. The sSing’ last Friday evening
L And the Enterprisers pleased to re-print the two following ex- pared for the Community Sing of | wàs a particularly happy occasion.
cerpts which, are compacted of knowledge and love as well as prolific Oct. 10., and those who attend wlil The conductor was Miss Elizabeth
truth—pleased because the words sof knock at the door of every rural enjoy an hour of fun. Don’t miss Nttnan,—-rthe pianist, Miss Sadie
it.
Njihan assisted by MiSs Louise
heart today.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Gilman Hutchins. The Government’s Com
who have been spending the sum munity Service Song Leader, Mr.
mer with Mr. aftd Mrs. J. Frank Ratcliffe, will make a return visit
Seavey on the Highland returned to the Cape at an early date and
WHY RURAL PRESS IS A POWER
. this week to their home in Tren will*be present at one of the ‘Sings’
ton, N. J.
in October. He has promised to
The services of the Cape Ptor- send a liberal supply of song sheets
The average man can live in a big city all his life and never see poise church were ,in charge of the with popular old and new songs.
his name ift the paper, but th*e farmer and the average man and woman pastor, Rev. Norman W. Lindsay.
in any small town will see their names in their local country news The subject of the morning ser 1 Thé James and Esther which
was “Friendly Discipleship” landed her last fare of sword-fish
paper at least ten times a year, and always connected with some worthy vice
it being the first in a series on
Portland two weeks ago, consist
cause, some faithful service, something that brings joy all'through “Types of Discipleship.” The pas at
ing of 27 fish which netted' the
life. The country newspaper is the,paper that spreads happiness and tor drew lessons from the experi schooner $1.600, has been at the
ence of'the disciple, Peter, where Cape changing over her gear in
content
■ ■
<
Don’t you always want to read about, the ball game you saw the in the element of cowardice in the preparation for going to the banks.
character of Peter was changed by
day before? If you witness a fire you read the details of that fire with the Friendship of Christ into za Nlow th’àt the season is over the
total earning of the various vessels
double interest. If you hadn’t seen the blaze perhaps you would not courageous .usefulness. The pas which have been out after the big
read the story at all. Why is this? asks the Oelwein (la.) Iowan. It tor’s remarks emphasized th'q idea fish during.the last three months
is because the things yoti know about ai;e.the things you like to read that Jesus eliminated the idea of have been; reconed up- by their
as associated with Duty captains with the result that the
about. That is why.cbuntry newspapers have such a tremendous hold, distance
and substituted the nearness of
Sadie M. Nunan has been
oh their readers. They tell them about the comings and goings of Friendship in His. Revelation of schooner
declared the high liner of the fleet.
.their friends and neighbors, the people they know. Nothing on earth the Father.
Capt. Fred Bickford seems to have The Ninety-seventh Annual Meet
is as interesting to the farmers and people living in the town as the J At the close of the Sunday school been able.to—choose his fishing! ing of the York County Associa
news of their babies, the marriage of . their boys and girls, their social plans were made for Rally Day, to grounds more cannily than (the tion of Congregational Churches
will be held,with the Hillside Con
held Oct. 26.
■other skippers.
and church events, the illftess and the deaths among their friends. beAt
the evening service there was The Angelina Ç. went to Boston gregational church, at Cornish,
Year after year the country newspaper records the history of its an interesting sermon on “Does last week with.one of the largest Maine, on Thursday October 9th.
community.
God Answer Prayer?” by the Rev. fares that she has ever- taken. It The following excellent program
Is it any wonder the country newspaper is the most powerful ad. J. I. Bartholemew, Executive Sec weighed out over 100,600 pounds. will be givens
PROGRAM
vertising medium on earth? Just as its power is great ih great in retary for the ^Centenary Move ; A new Ford delivery truck haS
Morning Session
ment for New England for the .beep purchased by Al M, Seavëy
holding its readers’ interest, so is it helpful in shaping thought and Methodist church. The address! 'for use in deliveries from his 9.r45, Devotional Service, led by
powerful as an advertising medium. It turns the printed word almostr- was convincing and promoted a .store here. It was put into com Rev. George C. Smith, Cornish,
into the spoken word.
firmer faith in all who heard its mission for the first time on Wed 10.00 Organization and Busi
ness.'
No metropolitan daily, no magazine, no billboard, no farm journal[ The-pastor announced that the nesday.
meetings would be held on, Miss Maria Russell of Bristol is 10.15Address: Gen'eral Theme,
z—good as they all are—rings the bell with farmersand small town peo’• prayer
Saturday evenings in the church visiting her sister, Mrs. C.' S. Bry “The Challenge of the Times to the
ple as does their home newspaper. IL is an integral part of the com^■* vestry at ,7.30 p. m.
Sunday School.”
______ ; 1 ant. w
munity that cannot be filled by any other medium.
(a) ‘’Holding on to the Juniors”
THE STROLLER
—The Publishers Auxiliary;
INCREASED COST OF NETS. Rev. WilLS. Coleman, Kennebunk.
(b) “Lining up the Adults for
Service.” Rev. Henry Hitchcock,!
..
J.
D.
Hallen,
who
jumped
ihtCM
The
majority
of
people
unac

1:4
the limelight in Portland about Lquainted with the fishing industry Sanford.
PRINT PAPER GOING HIGHER
two years ago, is in the newspaper do
< not appreciate why the cost of 11.00 Discussion
game now at Kennebunk, where he fish
:
should - materially increase 11.45 Association Sermon, Rev.
writes for the. Kennebunk Enter- over
,
before-the-war prices except George W. Judson, Saco.
11.45 The .Lord’s Supper, Rev.
S. Si Carvalho, one of the best known newspaper men in the prise. I ran across him in a Con that wages * have automatically William
G. Berkley, Limington.
gress street hotel yesterday, and: gone up in this business as well as
United States, and formerly the general manager of all the Hearse after I had asked him how . thé; in.all, others; There the other
Offering
publications, stated in a recent interview that newspapers are facing world wos going with him he told matters which even more vitally en 12.15 /Uinneh and Fellowship
Afternoon Session
the greatest, crisis in the history df the industry. He said that 20 per me about his work and showed ma ’ter into theinereased expense, how
cent more paper is being used than is, manufactured; that high prices a copy of the paper, which coni .fever, most important of which is ■ 1.30 Devotional.Service, led by.
Rev. George C. Smith, Cornish.
f are inevitable, and that paper stocks are already at the danger-line. tains a number of things from his the cost of the gear.
ptoliffc pen, including a witty col One of the things which has had 1.50 Business, Reports from the
Mr. Carvalho bases the increased price of paper on the following umn of tidbits under the caption an extremely rapid advance is the Churches.
things ,
cost of nets. In net fishing a 2.10 Addresses general Theme,
of Bunk from Kennebunk.
.‘First—The labor cost per ton on white paper is now $20 against Doubtless you recall how clever schQpfier carrying a crew of from “What should be the Church’s atti
he proved to be in the cburt room, Six to seven riien requires in the tude” toward
$10 four years ago.
(a) “The Social side or Rural
he appeared both as respon Neighborhood of 120 fifty to sixty
‘’Second—It takes one ton of coal to: make one ton of paper and coal where
dent and lawyer, and some of the fathom nets, one set in the boxes, Life?” Rev. Paris E. Miller, So.
at the mill has practically doubled in price.
things he has said anent experts one drying on the reels and one Berwick.
. (b) “The Americanization Ques
“Third—¿The haul on pulp wood is growing greater each year; and their evidence attracted much Jotit.
attention. In this issue of the En A fifty fathom net requires, in tiftft?” Rev. Harry Trust, Bidde
likewise the freight charges,
“Fourth—The six-to nine cent markets of Europe, South America terprise he takes another fling at the tying, about eight pounds of ford,
them in an artifcle on the Scope of lint twine which costs $2.11 per Hymn 279 The Pilgrim Hymnal
and Australia are now asking for Canada and United States paper.”
Offering
Evidence. .That’ he knows how to pound, eight pounds of cord at
Before the war the price of paper’>aa given little cpn^sidefation write you may see by these ; ex 77^4 cents per pound, fifty floats . (e) “The League of Nations
by publishers in figuring publication costs. Today it is a very im cerpts from his'chapter ' on Trial at from 3 to 4 cents each and a COvenafit as a Christian Docu
i corresponding number of lead ment?” Mr. John B. Pike, Hiram.
portant item. The orily.zway to meet the advance is for publishers Cross-Examination :
<jd) “The Government-ownership
linkers weighing from eight
Keep
your
trial
full
of
to secure better advertising and subscription rates, the only sources, of
■ punches on the nose for every Ounces to a pound, at the prevail of Publie-Utilities” 'Rev. H. E.
revenue.
'
?
,
.
thing that siftacks' of mystery ing price for lead which is con- Wyman, Limerick.
—THE PUBLISHERS AUXILARY. —and remember that to the— ! stantly fluctuating,.although it has . 3'35 Discussion.
averagé persón the importance dropped slightly since the end of 4.00 Organ Recital, Mrs. Roseof mystery as a causitive fac the war. In addition to this there W',. Jameson, The Hillside Church
tor in any guess is very signifi- must be addea about $1.75 for Organist
rigging. The fishermen estimate 420 Address, “The College and
cant.
It is an axiom of medicài ! that a new net will cost between Christian Citizenship,” Prof. Wil
mont B. Mitchell, Bowdoin'College
practice that the specialist $29 and $30.
can, and usually does, find a , Not only has the price increased 4.50 Closing; Business—Notices
C-apge for almoat any abnormal to an inordinate degree but the «—Adjournment—Benediction.
. cpMitiop of'the body, by look quality of materials has become so 5.00 Supper.
ing through the particular and inferior that, whereas, a few years
special spy-glass to which he - ago with good care, the nets rehappens to'be addicted; Write " onained serviceable for between John H. Hieserick D. C., Isabelle
this large in the brief, and three and four years, those now
Bryant Hieserick D. C.
addi any expert is no excep made from new materials will
CHIROPRACTORS
barely
last
out
a
season.
tion to this rule. .
Th© public at large is acquaint 293 Main St., New Goodwin Block,
Keep your brief written up
fully on all your expert can ... ed with the enormous rise in Value Biddeford, 10 a. m.—12m. 2-4 p. m.
know. He usually proves too of all kinds of crafts-during the Tues., Ths., and Sat., 7-8 p. m.
much,, Tells too many things . war and this, together with the 305 Sanford Trust Bdg., Sanford,
. that are not so. Is entirëîy too ' advance in gasoline, are additional Tues., Ths. and Sat. 1-7.30 p. m. Tel
~ universal in his scope. And, handicaps to the ground fishermen. connections.
’ Taken by and large in order to
. properly coached—i. e., cross
ed, will say a thousand and get.a.reasonable return for his
' one things that have no more work the off shore fisherman must Shampooing, Manicuring, Facial
to do with verity, or with whate receive a ftiuch larger, return for Maâsâge, Scalp Treatment, and
he really knows, than a pig has . his fares than he did formerly and, Chiropody. Room 22 Masonic Bldg.
in consequence, the ultimate con
to do with trigonometry.’
Lrf,2fAL....^<>A^.wl^rPortland Express;- sumer must expect an advance in RHONE 894-M, Biddeford^ Me.
September 23, ’19., prices.

FALL FASHION REVUE
At McArthur Auditorium
Monday, October 6th

it

A Presentation on

Of the Latest Style Ideasi in Women’s
Misses’ and Children’s Onter Ap
parai tor Fall and Winter, 1919-20
Afternoon Perforinace at 2.30
Doors Open at 2.00

Evening Performance af 8.00
Doors Open at 7.30

Music by Philharmonic Orchestra
-The invitation is general and cordial

Biddeford,

f

47TH ANNUAL

Coming Monday, Oct* 6th

THE HEART OF HUPIANITY

Enterprise Ads. Pay

Maine

Socket-Fit Shoes
are different from other
Shoes
and the results are more

BENEFICIAL

1

Falling of the Arehes
Corns
Callouses
Bunions
Holes in the Stockings

Marble Block Shoe Store
P. A. Ledoux, Proprietor

Maine

Biddeford

I

Your Battery
Has worked hard this Summer, Why
not give it a Winter rest at the

I

Battery Sanitarium
and Hospital
South Main St

Kennebunkport

Which is fully equipped for everything
from simple electrical treatment to Major
Surgical Operations on all makes of

STARTING LIGHTING and
IGNITION BATTERIES
‘VESTA
Prices Right

Double Life Batteries

Tel. 190

KENNEBUNK EFffiffiERISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

BETWEEN REVOLUTIONS
MEXICANS FINO TINE
TO INVEST IN W. S. S.

Why Not One In Kennebunk^

NW

A large and enthusiastic meeting was held on Tuesday September
23, at Assembly Hall in the Kennebunkport High School-building, to
make plans for the Women’s Exchange which is to be carried on
Laredo, Texas—Down in the (through July and August-of next/year, for the-benefit of the women
land made famous by the roaring ¿of
I Kennebunkport/ North Kennebunkport, and Kennebunk.'
bull and revolutions, they are pull-1
Mrs. Harold Clark, who has been at the head of the project from.
ing a new one. The Mexicans are I
investing their money in War Sav-fr the> beginning-, presided in her usual gracefûl and efficient manner^!
ings Stamps.
and Mrs. Margaret Deland added to thé interest of the meeting by
Hundreds Buying Stamps.
some stories of different types of women in business life. There was
According to reports, the Mexicans
áre not purchasing these securities also.a fine collection of articles loaned by the/Women’s Industrial
from Uncle Sam because of the beau Union of Boston, as samples of hand work which have been found
tiful pictures on the stamps, but be .salable.
cause they know a good thing when E
The women’s exchange is to include two main departments—food
they see it. This became known re
cently, when a Mexican came into and hand work, and it is planned to have hafid work and nonperishable i
the post office at Laredo, Texas, and food for sale every day and perishable food sales on two days of the
purchased $100 worth of War Savings wee'k;
Stamps. He stated that hundreds of
The following article were suggested as desirable in each depart- |
Mexicans are purchasing War Sav
ings Stamps as a means of safely in ment:
vesting their money.
FOOD AND FARM PRODUCTS
Doughnuts, cookies/afternoon tea cakes, lemon, blueberry arid
other pies in their season, tarts, etc., bread arid rolls, home made
candies, fresh fruits and vegetables, spinach being especially mention- <
ed,: berries,\^ggs. arid..cut ftowers-, jellies, conserves, pickles, salad;
dressing, canned fruits and vegetables,>and honey.,
All articles offered for sale inust be of first quality and attractive-;
Warns Traffickers in War Sav ly put up It is preferred /that jellies and 'conserves -should be in.8, 6,
arid 4 ounce glasses, preserves in pint and half pint jars, and canned ,
ings Securities
fruit and vegetables in half pint jars. Eight and four ounce jars with
Because of the numerous reports screw- tops, very desirable for salad dressing may be ordered from
of dishonest traffic in Treasury Smalley Jar Co.,'Pock. Square, BostoriA. Medium sized loaves of cake
Savings Certificates and War Sav are more Salable than larger ones. It is suggested that each consignor
ings Stamps reported to him, Sec might specialize on some one article of food instead of seeding in a
retary of the Treasury, Carter Variety.
Glass, has issued a warning to
HAND WORK
holders and future buyers of these
Rugs of any kind ; knitted, applique or^ lace bed spreads, quilted,
Government securities.
In His
warning he urges those now hold quilts, tatting, crochetted lace by the yard, towel and pillpw case ends,,
ing these certificates to avoid all chair backs, table runners and luncheon séts, all in fillèt crochet;
dealers and redeem these securi knitted wash cloths, boys stockings, golf stockings, tennis stockings,
ties ortiy through postoffices. Sec mittens up to five,years size, knitted bedroom slippers especially chil
retary Glass’ warning reads aS drens ; baby-things, ¡including sweaters,‘‘afghans, knitted bath towels
follows «
of absorbant cotton, bosters and mittens especially the tiny thumbless
To Protect Buyers.
"These securities were not intended ones fòr very, small babies, table runners, bridge table éetsj-napkins,
to be negotiable and for the protec wash .'Cloths and handkerchiefs, all embroidered incross stitch, silk
tion of the owners, in case then
necessities required, provision was pincushionSj 'simple linen dòiliés, wash cloth cases, etc.,, covers for
made for the redemption of War Sav- trunk trays,' covered coat hangers,, children’s dresses, neckwear Of
ings certificates at post offices upon whatever kind may be fashionable and aprons, especially maid’s, aprons.
ten days’ notice, at a fixed price,
: Work must be of a high standard of excellence. Linen material
representing the original purchas?
must be worked with linen, no't cotton.
price with an addition for interest.
Questions in regard to styles of aprons may be referred to Mrs.
“No obstacles have at any time
been placed by the Treasury in the James Gault and any other questions to the executive committee,, Mrs.
way of redemption of these War Sav W.?E. Hanson, Mrs. R. Ë. Littlefield, Mrs. L. P. Dow, Mrs. William
ings Certificates, and it should be
generally understood that the 'owner Rounds, Mrs. FranktAdams, and Mrs. Byron Hall. The larger génér
of a certificate has an absolute right al committee remains the*same-as this year. ;
to redeem it in accordance with itc
As a room may be rented and a paid manager employed, in addition
terms. Any case Of refusal to make
such redemption, if brought to th.e at to the voluntary helpers, a commission of ten pér cent on each article
tention of the Treasury, will result ij£ is to go to thè Exchange, add a fee of $l.p(Tis also charged for member
prom^t action/ •'
ship in the Exchange. Both producers and consumers are invited to be
Prevent Payment to Rascals.
come- members, a membership Of at least one hundred being desired,
“The Govewment-needs the money
This yéars experimental exchange of one /week received articles
and hopes the holdera of War Savings
Certificates will retain .them, but. will, from ninety consignors, and the receipts amounted to about $950.
place no obstacle in the way of those Sixty three checks Were made out, the largest being for $82.36.

GLASS ISSUES
SHARP NOTICE

bonafide holders who request pay
ment. On the other handf the Secre
tary will exercise every means within
the power of the Treasury, and has
asked the co-operation of the Pos'
Office Department, to. prevent pay
ment being, made to those rascals
who are buying the certificates and
Stamps for less than their redemption,
value^and promptly turning then in tv
the Government for redemption at a
profit, and serves notice upon those
people who are engaged in this dis
reputable business that this is tile
settled policy of the Treasury.”

LOWER VILLAGE

WELLS RELIEF* CORPS

s Mr. stud Mrs. Wilbur H. Allen
'celebrated the. twenty-fifth anni
versary of their marriage Sept. 23,
at their home at Lower Kennebunk.
We all wish them many more happy
years to come.;
Mrs. Thomas A. Smith of Cape
Porpoise, /who was removed from
the, Webber Hospital a-short time
ago and has been tenderly and
¿carefully cared for by her mother,
Mrs. W. H. Allen, is gaining very
rapidly at this writing and is-able
to be out and around once more.

A. field, day. will 'be given by the
members of the Woman’s Relief
Corps of Wells on Wednesday, Oc
tober 29, at their hall ' at Wells
Corner. The Corps will entertain
the members of the Grand Army,
thé associate members, and Spanish War veterans with their wives
at a banquet at noon. A special
invitation isextended to ail veterans of the World ;War, whether
members of any organization or
not, to attend this dinner. During
the afternoon there will be exer
cises cf a patriotic nature, the pro
gram tc be announced later . The
pub.ic will he • invited to attend
these exercises.' The . committee'
in charge is Mrs. Claremm Fenderson, president of i,ne Relief Corps,
Mrs. John Sipple and Mrs. 0. j.‘
Hubbard.
- ’

CHILDREN CATCH NICE
EARN THRIFT STAMPS SUPPLY TO BE SATISFACTORY
When, the cat ’s'away the mice
will . play—but not at the orphan
age at Oxford, N. C. At this
thrifty institution the destructive
little rodents are being hotly
pursued by the. children—not
only the mice but even the big
gray rats find no rest—and as
they are caught" they are sold for
Thrift Stamps.

IW

THE WOMAN’S EXCHANGE

The À. B. C. Bread-Shop wishes
rto express their aippreciation to
thé people of/Biddeford and neigh
boring towns for their patronage
and cooperation and also, regrets
that on account of being unable to
procure enough-sufficiently skilled
fakers to. produce thé^fipe Quality
-ef bread and rolls which only willthé A. B. C/Bread Shop sell to the
people it has been iinpassible, Uhtil now, to produce a sufficient
i(Quantity of our hqtibread and rolls,
having the high standard
qual
ity which we:-maihtairi and ÿet sup,ply the demand. ,
Skilled bakers have at last been
obtained, and another oven is on
the way, so that with thèse and our
^branch store we „hope to satisfactorily serve the people of Bidde
ford, Kennebunk, Kennebunkport,
►and the surrounding territory.

One Cent Bor Each Rat.
From Miss Mary G. Shotwell, field,
director for'North Carolina for the
War Loan Organization of the Mfth
Federal Reserve District, comes the
account of what the children at the
Oxford Orphanage are doing. These
children/ she says, do not have a
great deal of money, but what they
get. Miss Shotwell says, they invest
in Thrift Stamps. Recently rats and
mice began a spring drive on the
barn and the orphanage superinten
dent offered., one cent for each rat
brought to his office. The children
FASHIONS’ TABLEAUX
made a splendid counter attack,
. VIVANTS - <
catching and killing a number of the
pests. Even the girls, forgetting their
As announced in the advertise
traditional fear of the furry little ments, Mr. Lewis. Polakewich, will
beasts,' joined joyfully in the chase reveal the; height of the Fall and
and a number of Thrift Stamps were Winter season in an abundance of
bought in consequence.
unusual designs clothing living
. Summer Contest Started.
and moving models, in. the very
Not alone at the Oxford Orphanage
has Thrift Stamp .enthusiasm devel latest color and fabric of the fash
oped, Miss Shotwell writes, for the, ions of the day. .
This movie show will be given
Oxford Girl Scouts have sent a defiant
challenge to the Oxford Boy Scouts in the McArthur Auditorium, Bidto beat them in a summer savings def ord, Me., afternoon and evening
contest The bbys are not expected of the 6th of October. There will
to back down and a spirited race is be music by the Philharmonic Or
expected, which, It is believed, will chestra while the Jadies—gentle
firmly establish the saving habit in men as well, are invited to view
more than one future ettisen, thus hot just what* she wants—see it as it
only benefiting them individually but looks in. motion—pick her own
materially bettering the community. /style, from the lustre and finish of

’the inspiration as they.-cross the
pictured screen.
NOTICE
Here' is a -rare chance, to see
every-smart reflection of the subtle
beauty and charm of your costume
The Kennebunk Board of Trade before you even try it on. The
may be se^in Paris-; but
will hold J;heir- regular inonthly frishions
Mr. Lewis Polakewich is Ringing
meeting in Board of Trade .rooms- Them close to Kennebunk
VVilk not this be a fine show at
on Monday evening October £>, .at which to select “the” choicest m4eight o’clock. All members are terials for your" own apparel, to
glimpse the fit, see your own desire
specially requested to attend.
■—enjoy the show ?

Winter Furs«pl
Demonstrating the maximum degree of Style» Quality
and Refinement
The models assembled are fashioned from the choicest skins carefyilly matched and

designed with the skill of experts into Beautiful Fur Coats, Coatees, Capes, Sets and
Separate Pieces.

Lowest Prices Consistent with Quality

Luxurious Fur Coats and Dolmans
featuring large collars, bell cuffs and belts which extend
all around, or underneath to give cape effect in back.
Hudson Seal Coats
$350. to 750.
225. to 350.
Near Seal Coats
250. to 550.
Taupe Nutria Coats
Natural Otter oats,;.
325. to 395.
Nat. Muskrat Coals/
145. to 575.
Civet Cat Coats’
165. to 285.
Natural and Dyed
Marmot Coats
135. to 225.
Leopard Cat Coats
137.50 to 200.
Natural Squirrel Coals
500.
Nat. Raccoon Coats■200. to 500.
Hudson Seal Coatees—Belted models with
collar and cuffs of Natural Squirrel or
Beavet,
275. to 320.

Stylish Capes of Jap fljink*—Tail trimmed
or plain.
175. to.350.

Long Stoles of Hudson Seal, Natural
Squirrel, Mole, Kolin^kv and Mink.
= 87.50 to 275.00

Animal Scarfs
Of Taupe, Lucille, Georgette, Black and
Yvette Wolf
37.50 to 65.00

Animal Scarfs of Black, Taupe and Lu
cille Fox
57.50 to 100.00

Muffs to Match
Choker Scarfs of Natural Squirrel, Mink
Jap Mink, Kolinsky, Jap Sable, Fisher,
Jap Martin and Baum Martin.
17.50 to 225.00

Large All Fur Animal Scarfs of Taupe,
Lucille, Natural Cro$s and Blue Fox.
65.00 to 225.00

J. E. PALMER CO.
543 CONGRESS STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE

Mias -Mary McKenzie has been
Chester Littlefield has gone to
the Webber hospital for .a minor Visiting her- sister Mrs. Mortpn.
operation. Plans had been rngide Goodrich.
ANNOUNCEMENT
by Edward Lahar to accompany Henry Knight has beeri sitting
.him, also ,to. have an operation, on the- first 'traverse, jury in the
Owing to lack of space the ac Mrs. A; F. Greeri has dosed her Which was to be performed ori hi^
session of the Supreriie ,Miss Olive Trefethen, who has
count of the cattle show,. which cottage at Gréât Jlill, Kenneburik leg, but a bad <iold arid doctors ;Sdpt6iriber
fiburt 'at Alfred. Forre'st Spofford toeen employed here during the
was/ .-giyefi” I>y' ^dodwnV’ 'Mills Beach, and re-operied her home. 5 orders upset this Bampn and is crier of the court.
tsummer months has returned- to
Grange of Lyman1 op Iasi- Tuesday After the'movies enjoy a hot Pythias plan'.
.her hqme at Kittery Point.
The Kennebunk Beach station ? The .cottages of A. ''E. Gafhsey
is unavoidably omitted this week. chpcolate at' Fiske’s ori- the corner;
A full and complete account in
Adv. i^Electric Light Commissioner was .closed for the winted.the first and Samuel Mitchell, both of. San
Fred
C.
Norton
announces
unauof this week, following the new ford, are to be remodelled.
cluding list of all priTe winners, ' Wearever hot vrater bottle ;are
will.be published.jn. the edition of guaranteed to . give satisfaction thoritively that’ there will be a iria- schedule which went- into effect ^Qn. - Prof. Charles Grey of Tufts col
tefial
increase
in
‘
electric
light
J. F. ? A.a .Smith, the lege^ has returned to Boston after
next week. sold by Fiske, the druggitt ori ’the rates within a short time. He says Monday.
agent, has been notified of hia spending the summer in Qgunquit.
corner. ;
that pages’ have increased 100% transfer of another station.
'''
Mrs- Andrew Whitlock has been
SISTER WINS FROM BROTHER. Mrs. Daniel Munroe Wilsón, of and;th'at an increase is impera
Davèÿ, N. H.y wife, of Rev. Dani^ tive.. Municipal ownership is a. S. E. Stonoft and son of North spending Two weeks at York HarKennebunkport are exhibiting a bor.
.
.In an action ‘entered; against a Munroe Wilson a former pastor of fine thing—theoretica 1 ly.
pure bred Guernsey bull whjch Wallace'Fprd who has been act
Sister/ Mrs;.’Margaret" Carter, *by the. Unitarian Church^pf Ithis vil
'her brother, Charles Reed, both of lage,'is staying with'Miss Maud E. '.The toequality of oiir laws is ex- they, have purchased of Mr. Smith, ing as clerk at Maxwell’s store dur
North. Kennebunkport, which was Kingsbury at the« old - Kingsbury ceilei^tly demonstrated when, in the' wall kno-^n breeder of prize, ing the season ha^ returned to his
the lohal cbijrit, one man is fined stock, from Monmouth. At the home. ..
heard before the. Supreme court in Mansion at the Landing.
Alfred bn Thursday and Friday of Mrs. Erri’èst ; Green has been' $46.50 fbr;the technical infraction Lewiston fair the animal received. Miss Lenora Frasier is attend
ing the Gorham Normal school.
1
last week a verdict was returned spending a few -days at Peak’s, In of the law; in not having in; his ,the blue ribbon in his class.
. Mrs. Mary Davis has been en
in, favor of Mrs. Carter.
land as jthe guest of 'Miss Lackeé, pocket a license to catch lobsters ' Dr. Frank B. Si ears has goneon tertaining
her sister, Sarah, from»
formerly pianist at the Acme. She for-which hejibas paid and another a shooting trip to the North woods? Massachusetts^
reports that it is impossible to is fined $100 and cost and given He will go to Rumford Falls, to
KENNEBUNK LANDING
home of Rev. Mr.- Laites has .
drink the water there and that sixty days’in jail for having a few North Auburp, and tjieh deep into: Thequarantined
for scarlet fever.
there is nothing else to quench peo bottles of jakey in his possession, the woods by stage and trail. Mrs. ■been
Mr. and Mrs. Grace have recent
Friends of Mrs. Nellie Worm ple’s thirst.
a purely constructive misdemean Siears is on a visit to hdr parents
ly returned from a.month Vacation
wood tendered her a birthday sur
or, while the former cashier of‘a in the south. x
prise party on last Thursday after , The shortage of houses in Bidde national bank is sentenced to fif- The Liberty Club' was entertain during which they visited friends
ford
is
shown
in
the
fact
that
H.
noon, at which she was the recipi
teen months in jail for embezzle ed by Mrs. Marion Wormwood at in Massachusetts.
ent, pf a number of birthday gifts. S.'Burnhám, principal of thé High ment of $30,000. ; ;
her hom'o in Sacb on Tuesday rhe- Mrs. Alice Berry has been visit- school
there;-formei:
priricipal
of
A‘ buffet lunch was served i&ktd- the Kennebunk High, has been un Several base ba 11 fans journeyed guests spending the entire day and j ing her son in Manchester.
Charles N. True has sold his
ing a large biiThday cake. Those
to 'Portland on Tuesday and a’ 'erijoytog' the hospitality 6f thjeir home; consisting of about 200,000
present were Mrs. Bessie Shepard, able as yet tó obtain a housri even Jailer
hostess at both dinner and supper. square feet of land, with 1,000 feet
nuinber
,
t
o
Sanford
on
Wed

through
.advertising.
Mrs. E'dpa Stevens, Mrs; Sylvia
to see “Baby” Ruth per The guests wrire Mr3. Phoebe Wa_ frontage on the State road facing
Boston, Mrs. Phoebe. Waterhouse, . Mr.^and Mrs; ÇkT. Webber, Mrs. nesday
terhouse, Mrs. Stella/Waterhqqse,
Mys. Stella Waterhouse, Mrs. Lillian -Grrint, arid Mr; and Mrs; form on the diamond. It is to be Mrs/ Bessie Shepard, Miss Theo the ocean, and an eight room mod
Morion Wormwood, Mrs. Harriet I Norris Evèléth motored to Good supposed that they were . repaid Shepard, Mrs. - Fannie Jacksidn, ern dwelling and private garage to
Knight,’ Mrs. Eaririie Jackson, Mrs. I win’s Mills oil Tuesday^to attend Tori titoto pains as in both places he Mrs’/ Sylvia Boston and’ Master Efank Morse of Lebanon. The
transfer was made through the*of-.
Mary Wormwood, Miss Theo Shep-1 the opening of the first fair held responded to the wild entreaties Frederick Waterhouse;;
flee of John Bowdoin last Satur
ard, lyill Knight and Master Fred-j there by the farmers. A- splendid,; of the crowds by hitting out'
“
homers.
”
It
would
probably
be
Seventeen
.
members
/
of
the
day.
Last week grourid was broken
éxïfibil, fifie racing,.-and rin elegant
erick Waterhouse.
Mother
’
s/
ciub
of
the
M.
E.
Church
rank
heresy
to
eyen
wonder
wheth1
jri'i starting the erection of a 40x
timé is the Verdict of the visitors.
The «McLellan House will close er the ’oppo^n^ Tto^hrirs received, met at the home of the president, 1Q0 feet concrete, garage by con
KENNEBUNK BEACH
its doors for good and all on Oc instructions ^put over straight Mrs. Crystal Hill, on Wednesday tractor Samuel Tevdt of Kenne
tober 10th. Mrs. Hallen will have ones -sd^thrif he-might “lace it -out”’ everiing at what proved a triosf bunk. The work of completing the
y Contracts have been det fon the rooms at the home of Mr. and Mrs. and give the crowds their money’s pleasant Sb’cfihl and1 entertainirig garage will be pushed through as
gathering. Readings were given by 'fast as possible and the building
.building of two 'cottages for next Marsh ori Storer Street in this vil worth.
lage?; In 'the“ spring Mrs. Hallen . .Qameras and films also'develop Mrs. Helen Curtis, Mrs. : Bessie 'Hyhen finished will be-occupied by
season to ^ost |15,Q00 eachu
Johnson, Mrs,’ Florence Porter and Mr. Morse’s son. Mr. Morse has
The Granite State . House has will hâve the - management - of the
been improved by the addition of new Villa to. be opened in Kenne ing and printing. Fiske'the drug Misg Edna Bailey. A buffet lunch further improvements in contem
gist on the corner.
Adv. was Served. plation.
.
j
a broad piazza.
s*' bunk. ,
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excited the admiration of
every man pe taught to fly fair and
A Battle in the Air »always
free and far.

CAN YOU LIVE
ON $15 WEEKLY

-------»
s Yearsof trailing in college ath
, Written for the Enterprise by letics and expensive sports, on sea
Harvey Alston Grant, Late of tne. and land, seem fruitless, if the
U. S. Naval Aviation
sportsman 'when confronted by
- Undoubtedly, it is tpo soon to human problems is panic-stricken
foretell what or how much of the and.denies his opponent a chance;
treasury of the world war romance .but silences him, starves him,
will find its way into the printed sandbags him. Capt. Fred was Government Experts Place This
story of the strugglê.- That a cer-. hot that way—his training had
Sum as the Smallest
tain amount of it will be told, is heeri perfect—the spirit of the “Be
Livable Income
well assured. Surely those who a sport!” was'conspicuous—and he
. _____ '
.•
i
served in any arm .of the service' was full of imagination, pit$, and
Can you live on $15 weekly?
have sopie talé that has become an liking for mankind.
integral part of their conscious Of bourse, a- man of this kind Government experts say that the
ness; it cannot be lost; and it will did riot escape the tongue of rumor. smallest weekly amount on which
survive most other memories , of And Fort Worth was rife with a woman living in what is known
life, always seeking to be told. 'tales of the romantic incidents that as'a “uiird” class city can main
Here ismine.
had crowded the Capt’s. short life. tain herself decently, is $15.
The theme is not a new one. Just When I came to the field, I was fed Could you make $15 a week cov
^following one of the pieces of the up of nights with the wonderful er all your living expenses, from
A./E. F. as he gradually developed flying and figh'ting he had done the one year’s end to the other? And
from that all-useful map who once other side of the trenches, over the if you are doing it, or intend do
did service for anyone as a day German lines, his riding and “bull ing it, just how?
laborer and added to iiis various dogging*’ among the cowboys of
Room and Board, $6.67.
duties those of cowboy, and rail Arizona, and—this was told in1 Room and board, according to gov
ernment
figures, should cost the $15
road engineer, into the : dashing, whispers, how he had killed his
figure of a glorious fréè lance of inan arid fled to France where he per week • feminine workers, $6.67;
the air, and a gallant end in the lost his identity in the Lafayette this sum to include lunches. Clothing
most picturesque and heroic activ Escuadrille. I listened iri, won is placed at $4.60, with' $3.60 left for
ity of the late w^r. Possibly the dered, said nothing—I did not all other and miscellaneous expendi
tures, such as car fare, dentist and
story might appear more romatie if know.
one told it as of a happening of the In any*event, Capt. Fred had doctor bills, laundry, all purchases
troublous days of \ the fourteenth been sadly wounded, spent months not actually clothing, an occasional
cejatury—but it is of yesterday. in a French hospital, and now, con picnic or movie; and so on. The
■It is one thing to go down to the valescing, had been sent to the U. unreckoned weekly balance of 8 cents
Acme and pa’y ten or fifteen-cents S. to shape up some of our bird may account for postage, but other
for the privilege of thrilling at the men. And this was the man with wise it will not go far.
sight of airplanes charging head whoin I took my first" real spin War, it is to be hoped, is over for
but changing economic condi
on across the screen ; but it is quite above the "earth. When I felt the ever,
tions at any time may work hardship,
another^ thing to spend two years machine climbing up and upj you' to
or even well-paid workers.
of youri life for the solemn privi may be sure I felt that I was at Thepoorly
of wisdom,, therefore, is to
lege of seeing the real thing play least in the hands of a capable makepart
some sort of provision, however
ed indire sky above the North Sea. pilot. “
slender, however arduously accom
All told, however, to those who
{To be continued)
plished, for such possibility. The
really dare, the drawing character ■
t
;-------------slighter the regular financial margin,
pf the, actual experience is the
the sterner the necessity. For such
ANNUAL
PARISH
ELECTRON
winning card.
necessities and emergencies Thrift
: When I left Kennebunk in 1917,
and War Savings Stamps most admir
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Asso

I had as much thought of flying
ably suffice.
.y
ciation
of
the
Parish
of
the
Second
oyer the North Sea as I havePurchase Stamp Weekly.
Congregational
Churich
was
held
in
well, today of—say, ever flying
The purchase pf even a single
Ahat way again. And ' trying to the vestry of the church on Wed Thrift-Stamp weekly, means, $1 a
nesday
evening
for
the
election
of
month put into the safest of all in
shoot down a fellow from 10,000
feet above the earth was about as officers and otheir business of the vestments, government securities.
corporation.
After
the,choice
of
Four months will represent the six
wild d dream as sailing over a
r shoreless sea.x But there you are. William Titcomb as moderator the teen Thrift Stamps, with a few 'pen
I spent time in three schools learn following officers were elected:—1 nies added, means later realization of
ing man’s ways in the air, was Assessors—C. W. Goodnow, Wm. $5. And. even if a War Savings Stamp
can be purchased but three times
trained to shoot straighWrom any Titcomb, Archie Clark. •
height, and spent the major part Comìnittee ori Finarice-r^George ‘yearly, the future situation will be
of two years looking for men to E. Cousens, B. A. Smith, George E. brighter by a regularly increasing
Larrabee, Joseph T. Cole and Dr. contingent of income-bearing invest
shoot—anxious to find them.
ments.
.
So, after graduating in the radio E. S. Hawkes, ex-officio.
It is fun to save as a future-profit
school at Harvard, then from the , Clerk—John Cooper,
Massachusetts Tech., I journeyed r Tiéàsùrer-^-Dr. E, S. Hawkes. . ing game!
down, to Florida and açrpss the Assistant Treasurer—Joseph T.
7
continent to Fort Worth, Texas—- Cole.
‘ on the way to “take the air.” It Auditor—Herbert S. Brigham.
w^s at Fort Worth that I first met . Thè assessors were instructed to
up with—he may not like the title make s.uch temporary repairs as
if he knows the usé of it, the hero Plight be, absolutely necessary in
the vestry, acting iri accordance
“In entering iFe battle for
of this veridique talé;
It has often been said—It takes' with the intention of the parish/to world trade supremacy, the
all kinds of people to make a world. either entirely renovate and altfer United States must rely upon the
It may be, but Capt. Fred Willis the vèstry or-to build a new social American people as a whole to
furnish the silver bullets. * The
was none of the kinds of people building.
that seem to have been brim solely The moderato^ was instructed tb Federal Reserve Board states that
select
a
committee
of
threè
to
be
with a view of supplying the de
3,000,000,000 of new funds must be
mand for “aH kinds of people.” He named at an adjournment of the provided -in the next few months
meeting
on
next
Tuesday,
who
will
was qeither kind nor type. He hadif the United States maintains its
aifinstinct for quality which is not act in conjunction with a similar present position in export trade.
committee
from
the
church
organi

satisfied with anything else. He
This sum must come from the. chil
whnted the best for his own satis zation to*pèrfect plans for thè dren’s banks, from the egg money
amalgamation
of
the
parish
and
faction—for itssown sakè. There
of the farmer’s wives, and from
fore,.! found all this later, he had church.
•
■ -•■ ■ ■ , *
the surplus created by the peo
a soul and a personality of his own,
ple’s savings.”
worthy of respect—nothing bor SOME NOTABLES IN KENNE
Fight Shyster Brokers.
rowed to key with something else;
BUNK
So said William Mather Lewis, Vicejust every inqh a man.
director of the Savings Division;
The first day I reported for duty Thpre were registered at the Mc Treasury^. Department, in an address
—and met Capt. “Fred” as my tea Lellan on Sunday night Mr. and delivered before the National Retail
cher, I recognized in him some Mrs." Willem Hilleke, of New York Hardware Association at Pittsburg,
thing different, original, and ex City. Mr. and Mrs. Hilleké were Pennsylvania recently.
clusive. ¿Hé fairly breathed dis •motoring thtu Maine and back tó Continuing, Mr. Lewis said:
tinction-unmistakable distinction, their home in New York with a “If the American people can be
taught to give one-tenth the thought
that immediately lifted him far young son and nurse.
above the ~ commonplace. It was Mr. Hilleke is the-Director of the they devote to making money to the
' not the .Croit de Guerre, received New York Symphony Orchestra, problem of spending and investing it
for distinguished service in the air the one-time soloist in Franz wisely, the financial stability of the
long before he had been assigned Kneisel’s famous Kneizel String country, is assured. Furthermore, the
gold-brick man and the shyster
to Fort Worth as master of the art Orchestra which has played the broker
and banker, who are not ply
of flying, nor was. it the subtle choicest camera music to the most ing their
unduly traffic in separating
grace of/ a healthy, well-poised Critical audiences in every city of the ignorant
from their Government
body, nor the snap, thé dash, and the world. Bonds' anjd War Savings Stamps will
the speed with which he completed Madmae .Hilleke js a daughter of go out of business.”
evéry flight, nor yet the chic, Prof.'Frànz Kneisel, and a vqry
bright, uniform from /France, noted soprano singer—at one time
which is always refreshing to the Connected with the ¿Metropolitan
most blasé birdman. It was none Opera House at New . York City.
. of these. It was personality, Hie The Hillekes were due
Wed
. something which, whether you will nesday evening at Pittsfiejd^where
■
it ór not, expresses you : fò the they were engaged to appear in the j
world.
musicale given by Mrs. ShurtliffeTemperament is the most versa Coolidge the well known patron of
tile^ instrument of man.—arid thé music and one of the most genermost valuable tool of the artist, QusgiverS to the fund for the care
the scientist, and the b.irdman. In zof the relatives of those boysvwho
• the discriminating selection of served in France. Millions were
IlJI w
H Qnp
chance inay lie the whole spirit of raised and admj.stered by Mr. Wil
a successful flight or fight. That lem Hilleké for this purpose- dur
If the gjrl says *Yes *
? is temperament—.and Capt. Fred ing the world war.
had temperament plus. There
can you furnish
really isn’t ifiuch more to be said.
LOOSES À WHEEL
a. flat without
The best description always leaves
mortgaging
something to the imagination and Thè people of Kennebunk were
your wages?
you, my reader, will have to picture extremely exercised on' Monday at
The man who
. to yourself thé gavést. most fear what they feared Would be the dis
can marry with
out
asking odds
less, .finest dressed and best look- appearance of one of the most his?
of the girl or the
" ing young man—the Capt. was tqric and conspicuous landmarks
furniture man is
twenty-three at this time, you ever of the tov^n, something like the
"^his own boss.
dreamed qf and that is Capt. Fred Lafayette elm òr the Mousam
Willis. Majestic kindness sat en House, when Johnnie (F.) NedThe Government aaks yoa to buy
War.Savings Stamps—regularly.
throned upon his brow.' This was eau’s Rolls-Royce racing car sud
—Hay* you joined a Savings Soriety?
apd is my final thought of the man denly collapséd in» the square as he
who faas always, considerate even was rounding the fountain.
in the war’s tumultuous passions— • Now several of the towfi’s envi- ^.ck to Savings stamps and you
*
, the bravest of the brave.
ous garage men have been predict won’t be stuck.
An >aopeal rif our times—not ing that the car was in its last sick What.you will be tomorrow’depends
on
what
you
save
today.
drawn from the field of ethics, but riéss and they gleefully announced,
from the fields wherever chance when the break down came, that it .. You are worth what you have, saved.
and danger may be faced for the ¿iad laid down to die; but the lithe Thrift is a shield against money
sheer sakp of audacious' combat, and debonaire racing pilot of the worries. z
has had a new méaning for me car-confidently announced that a 'Saving three nickels a day with
since T met Cant. Fred Willis-“Be a slight opperatiori was all that was Interest will amount to $1500 insabout
Asport!”- What a' large onnortuni- necessary to . put. the car in per fifteen years.
tv was 0D*m to thq sportsman <in fectly*, sound. condition to last for
■ the war above the clouds! Sym the next century or 'so. It requir
pathetic attention paid to thé ad- ed orily a few riioments' work to put
versarv’s ability to control his the historic iriachine-into condition
plane when one knows that the arid the town land mark has not
OSTEOPATH
• advres'ary .is. orif to kill—r. is not gone to the junk heap.
113 Main St?
that the y “snootiest” of propo Several persons expressed ap
Biddeford, Me.
sitions- . Cant,. Fred’s generosity prehension when it • was rumored
towards the Weak his confidence that Johnnie (F.) had lost a wheel Office Hours, 9 to fl.
Tel. Con.
in reason and justice his support and their apprehension was re Graduate under the
of^i free fivht arid friir favors, his lieved only when they learned that
wager of life and happiness upon the accident had happened to the founder of the Science
. Dr. A. T. Still,
f. C {. T '
the result—in short, his courage auto dnd riot to Johnnie.

The Store of Dependable Styles

Suîts-Coats-Dresses
and Waists
When you buy these garments you buy nlore than materials
and appearance, yoa buy the assurance of the best in style
and in making, for we select only those models which our
successful experience tells us will hold their pre-eminence in fashionable wear through
out the season, and we purchase only of those makers, and orily such garments vas are

i

made with a fidelity of worknanshipe which assures perfect wear throughout the life of

I

the garment.

DR. W. T. COX

Remember that it is npt the price you pay«but the service you get from

the purchase which decides the value of that you have received for your money.

This Week We Feature

NEED $3,000,000,000
FOR EXPORT TRADE

----------------- 7
j'-jpll -
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Oxford Suits at
$37.50 to $52.50
Silvertone, also velour suits in shades of brown and
? blue, some fur trimmed at $35.00 to $72.50
Serge Dresses in navy, brown, black, all new
models, at
$18.50 to $50.00
Silk Dresses of Satin, Taffeta, Georgette, stun
ning Fall models, at
$15.00 to $50.00

Cloth Coats in\bes^ models, all colors and sizes
at
$20.00 to $70.00
Fur Trimmed Coats of velour and silvertone, ¥
and at
$20.00 to $95.00
Plush Coats in both long and, short styles, some
fur trimmed, at
$37.50 to $125.00
New Waists of voile, georgette, crepe de khme,
also fancy silks, at
$1.25 to $15,00

Our Millinery Section in Now
at its best

Mother—Get That Boy His
New Suit NOW

Never have we shown more models or pattern
halts, or a completer range of styles to select from
for in addition to our previous millinery we have
received a splendid assortment of new hats not
seen here before.

There is a long hard season ahead, and the sooner you have the boys’ suits in service thè more wear
he will get out of it. Clothes, they say, make the
man. z And the boy certainly thrives in his studies
if he feels like a regular fellow in a right, good
suit. Prices will not be lower ; they may go higher.
Specials in bbys’ suits, 2 pairs of trousers, ^t

Hats for the women folks, trimmed

$3.98 to $15.00
$1.98 to $10.00

UritHmijhM
Hats for Children, styles for all ages, black and
colors
98c to $7.98

II
I
i
I
I
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Perfect Form Gloves

UNDERWEAR

In new leathers and fabrics.
Quality is the standard more than
price in the Glove section, and
this Fall showing offers you more
than usual merit at very/moder
ate prices.
Real Kid Gloves, black and colors
$2.75 to $3.25
Mannish gloves, in tan, also grey,

Women’s Vests, $1.00 to $2.25
Women’s Pants, $1.00 to $2.25
Women’s Union Suits,
$1.37 to $3.75
Misses’ Vests and Pants at
59c arid 65c
, Misses’ Union Suits,
85c to $1.00

$2.00
Mocha gloves
$3.25
Sillc lined Mocha gloves, $3.50
Chamoisette gloves, *
$1.00
Heavy pure silk glpves, _ $1.75

THE STORE 9F QUALITY

Biddeford

■ fl Ml
The ideal citizen is “All there”
in every personal relation—he has
in genuine and pernfanent form
kindness, truthfulness, disinter
ested devotion—all lhe qualities
the hypocrite has to assume.
The best man is he who fears
nothing but. failure to kjtow and
do hi» who)e duty—serving in an
evil world the hope for the good
of all. Sure to provoke unfavor
able criticism, and doomed to un
popularity. .
One often wonders why God put
great longings in some souls and
straightway closed all the doors of
their elhy, hut. Is it not better to
have sat at Circe’s feast, if after
wards a brute, than aye to strain
and strive, toil in thought and deed
and nevermore su’cceed?
There was a poet of the EastHafiz maybe, who sang of a tavern
where there Was good wine, to quaff
—-but each guest must lie strait in
his bed apart, a «thorn of sleep
deep-driven in his head, and dust
and darkness in his "mouth and

1

«

i

$10.00, $12.00, $12.98

Boys’ Chinchilla Overcoats, navy and oxford, ages
4 to 9, spedai at
, K
$6.50
Boys’ Separate Pants of blue serge, mixtures and
corduroy, ages 3 toi 18
$1.00 to $2.98

Women’s Knit
Fall line now complete. Buy
Carter^. Buy Forest Mills. Buy
Munsingwear. These are the
lines we sell and recommend.

1
I
§
$
è

Buy
BLANKETS
Now
Before real cold weather comes
Buy them while assortments are
complete.Buy them here at
this store, where Nashua M’f’g.
goods are shown. /
Cotton Blankets in white, also
grey, $2.25, $2.75, $2.98
Wool Nap Blankets in white, also
grey, ' $4.25 to $6.50
Wool Blankets at,
$7.98 to $12.00

SERVICE

Saturday we
close at 10 p. m.
as usual. * -

I
I
i

I
È

I

Maine
eyes. Still Omar’S lesson has no and sweep with iron armies every JAKEY PROVES UNDOING
land and sea, is now like most all
meat for us.
There are ^three things of time old imfamies, exiled, a vile body On Saturday two young' men
that help us more than all the Jure where a soul must now ? atone as were observed carrying heavy and
of Love or Faith or Hope. Desire’s •slave and beggar, loathsome-with
the first, the second one is Dreams diseàsé—less than a dog at which suspicious appearing satchels at
—the last of "all is Toil—and this we fling a stone. The jhilitary the waiting room at the' Town
’
makes true in all earth’s strife thè song is done. / *
House, evidently awaiting a “car
other two—thru whom we may see •Strange times are these. What for Biddeford, and some unknown
ourselves with kings enrolled. part, 0 man, is yours in >.tliem^
Work epitomizes the perfume of What message do they bring‘to ‘^Stealthy Steve? promptly com
lhe Sou^.-jyou ?Thèy’re speaking—speaking municated the information .to Dep
The góds are dead ;, but still for something to your soul. Do they ! uty Frank A. Chick at the Port. (
all livps ón ift ; wildwood brook liot leave within-'your reach no' hu- ' Thé deputy promptly took the
‘among the rocks each myth; each man word of thought or speech ex trail, or the street car, nailing the
did divinity: Th,at soul that lifts pressive of the things you view?
itself above the, slime, and,'works Strange times are these. \ y < irieri who were disdovefedsitfb be
out some,period of clay, is part and “Oh, we are weary marching carrying • three dozen bottles *of
proof of God—-armine of wealth ho on!” Our limbs afe travel-worn; jakey each. Chick took them' to
thief can steal ; gold that soils not, with cross and sword from dawn thé lock up in Kennebunkport hold
.cannot rust.
to dawn we wend with raiment ing them over Sunday. '
••Pre c e dents—eChoes from A worn: Thè leagues ter go, ‘ the ' Before Justice Bourne.on Mon
'Street of Ghosts. The powder,.patch leagues we’ve come are sand and day morning the -two young men,
and furbelow, Tory and Wig. -of rock and -thorn—the way ik* long Ovila Belair and Leo Potvin. of
long ago; as real,, as Useful as the to Avalon beyond the deeps of time. Biddeford were arraigned? on the
shadowy ..glint .of. broken’panèd and But we have to gò^on—yearning charge of illegal possession and
weather-battered hoùses rain has for thè splendor far ahead. Try? pleaded guilty. They were each
stained and.time has withered into ing top forget the'dreams'long dead ordered1 to pay.fines ,01 $100 and
costs and were sentenced to sixty
poor retreats for toads. Gentle-'
days in the Alfred jail. They paid
men and Colonial dames long done
hs the courtly days of Washington. ■ For rough and chapped skin try the fines and Will serve their jail
terms. x It is rumored-that large
Such are precedents.
Justice now begins—he who was DeWitts .toilet cream, sold by Fiske quantities, of Jakéy are reaching
Kaiser, god, would rule the world the druggist on the. corner. Adv. Biddeford Êrom Haverhill.
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The Scope oí Evidence

AciTIC
Theatre

SHALL THE CHURCH BE CHS1SI1AN?
i

lift. The Redmen have their code
of principles, and théy are good.
By J. D. Hallen
„ Sunday, September 28, we were Labor Unions, have. their creed2—
given a genuine, definite, view of 1 “The excellence of human nature
the Unpopularity with the Church under decent-conditions,” and that
of that Small group of religious ex ds. very good. But how ,can any
perimentalists which¿lead by John Church be Chrisitan/which recog
' CHAPTER X Continued
I mobilize the creative forces, of soHayes Holmes in the Church of the nizes any great leader as equal
-------- I ciety; and I am able to show that
KENNEBUNK
Messiah, over in New York City, with Christ the Lord?
line
The Character of Evidence Written the case of my client is in u™
discovered that “scripture pas
with the sound rules of city buildLong.
“The Church is founded on
sages may be chosèn not merely Christ. To believe any Other way
i irig.’1 ”
from
^the
Bible
but,
from
secular
Admission to the bar, deep ?nqt. >- Increase your intellectual scope;
is a way that spells danger. 'To
literature of ancient and modern offer the world in place of a Chris
make a lawyer; The practice of ; do not fear to seek, evidence that
times.
”
And
it
is
an
interesting
the law is not an art in itself ; If deal's not only with whatips,” but
tian Church a pledge of progress,
and rather striking fact that this human optimism fo^* -human wel
this were generally ¡understood by i'fes welLwjithj what bought, to be.”
stricture
of
the
“
truer
harmonies
¡lawyers, there would be less liti-; Why cannot the present without
fare and social need,, instead of the
of worship” comes from the pastor built up, securing power, of Jesus
gation. Law is not the only study arrogance be self-sufficient in
of
one
Of
the
most,
liberal,
most
a lawyer ought-to know. Biology, knowledge and conduct? It is a
is to confess the failure of Chris
sympathetic Churches of the world tianity. The Church demands
psychology, sociology, and history weakness to, explain every, step in
—
th
e
Congregational,
would teach him that all material advance by referece to the past!
more than keen well-wishers of hu
things and all human institutions “This tendency,” says Sir. Henry
In any event the Rev. Coleman manity; it dèmands the whole orare plastice to revolutionary forces Maine, “is a curiosity of human
made a cogent appeal for a real ganizatipn of the spirit of the
-Mthàt law is no exception, and nature.” Mankind has found it
, and ¡not an abstract Christianity— Father, behind the will of the in
will, must, change,
. j
much easier to refer to the Law of
. a Church where the • predominant dividual member,of the Church.
The theological library and the Moses, than to think out Reasons
religious not shall be the reality of “We may be warmed by the in
a Tiridl a a
law library afe approaching a com-1. 4 44-r«
its town times for1, «■»as
' well as
Christ; and not the stressed ex tensity, comradeship,. and hopeful
ihon obsolescence, and those con-1 evidence of^ advance—change,
pression of human fellowship and ness of,social living. -But sym
ALSO SPECIAL,
democracy. ■ Fairly and quietly pathy is nptrthe, test of iChristian
nécted with the law, if they are But thè ,war has projected—shot,
wise in their day, must acknowl us into a new era whose character Wed.&TKurs.Oct8-9 brother Coleman argued that it is Ijvjng. . And we ; shall find that
edge that unexpected changes in istic.isthat it will honor the pres
vain to claim any Church is a when,the spirit of selfishness will
their science are imminent. But ent; and its method will, be to'Il
“Christian Church” where anyone be 'left with Us—the. Christian
<
' f
change does not spell disaster. luminate an old science by the new
is acceptable quite apart from his Qhujch.
Changes take place in every living sciences. The New York Times
• relation to the great Rock—Jesus ' “powering ovér industrial help
thing long before the change
Christ', upon which the Christian fulness, over the sweetness of Budsaid a short while since, “It would
named. And a name never made be well if the slang and jargon of PROGRAM WEEK OF OCT. 6-11.ipfiujrcn is builded. Especially dha,-over conventions vand vast
sharp was the prëa’cher,s criticism machinery of philanthropy, Çhrist
any change dangerous. Lowell the law equid be reduced tp terms
Monday—
had the right legal mind when M of common speech,” Surely, the “THE HEART OF HUMANITY” of the cult—Christian, which would stands out in the Christian Church
accept such teachers as Buddha, as the source bf all power. It is
wrote : . ,
Tuesday^—Enid Bennett in
English language of the hour, af
Lao-Tse, Thucydides and Seneca a power that never can be experi
“VIRTUOUS THIEF”
"We shape our course by the fiew ter long literary use, is become
risen stars,
sufficiently clarified to furnish the Houdini in the 10th Episode of as equal in authority with the Man mented with—that never will dis
of Galilee..
appoint the Christian Church.” !
“THE MASTER MYSTERY”
And still lip-loyal to what once was verbal and scientific ¡means of em
“The State,” said Mr. Coleman, A fine sermon—that was the
Wednesday and Thursday
truth
bodying any thought, Experiments
“is not perfect,. So .the Church. thought of all that heard. Many
“OH, YOU WOMEN”
Smuggle new meanings under in imitating Latin excellences and
I ancient parnés,
the ¡English of Cokq on Littleton Sennett Comedy--“Trying To Get Still we are consciously the Chris-; of _thgm gave expression to it as
tian Church—Christian in spirit. they left the Church. Surely,
Along”
Unconscious perverts of the Jesuit,» have <their own interest ; yet fair
But, if we follow the way of Rev. whatever serves to dim the ideal
Friday—viola Dana in
Time.
criticism rejoices that the day of
“SATAN JUNIOR”
John Hayes Hohnes, we will no that the name Jesus conjures up in i
Change is the mask that all contin mock-Blackstone law or the like
Marie Walcamp in the 13th episode longer be in the Church. For the themind. ofa' Christian is a seed
uance wears
solecisms is'past.
Church cannot do. its work as of disappointment in the soilof the
“THE RED GLOVE”
To keep us youngsters harmlessly' It is a fact, perhaps not too ob
—Monroe Salisbury in Christian and follow ^he ideas of Churchy We are only confused by
amused.”
vious to mention, that the maker of , Saturday
“THE DEVIL BAPTIST”
¡Dr,. Holmes. Would we be satis the optimism of outtook, illuminat
“That it is unavoidable,^ says a trial’brief must receive <his first
Ford Weekly' fied with Buddism? z Would we be ed periods of, self-sacrificing com
Mr. Justice Holmes out of the impulse from within—no fee will Current Events
satisfied » with ¡ç Confùscianism? pacts v ‘‘thrills” from glimpsed of
Coming Monday Oct, 20th
midst of the Supreme Court^of the: pay, him, and he mUst continue to
United States itself, “that judges thè end of .Jiis.work in a kind of THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS Would we be satisfied, as a Chris- industrial brotherhood,- and the
’ tian Church, with'any cult, of any relation of new human enthusiasm
base their judgments upon broad solitude, looking to a reward that
great man, whose definite ' collec that is world-wide,. for, aftprall, no
considerations of policy, to which is ideal. His qbjèct is to attain,*
tion1 of wisdom was not in right ad freedom and-exhilaration of this
the traditions of the? bench would without sparing himself conscien
justment with the teachings of world—granting that we take the
•hardly have tolerated a reference tious» endeavor; a faithful result.
Christ?
law .of the Christ-''literally," will
. fifty years ago.” See “The Com Haye nò shred of. evidence on
We jnust not take any. cult into compensate for a 'Church without
mon Làw,” page 78.
your brief that seeks to S° behind
the Christian Chqrçh glpiply be a Savior—a world without a King
i Please, note. The fight for the¡ the law, A .shrewd lawyer can
cause it is engaged ip human up-. of kings.
I
œnfirmatoin by the Senate of Wil- brief a way proupd any law. But
son’s nomination of Mr. Brandies you are after verity and are not to
I
for the Supreme Court was the be confused between what thq cli
peoples effort to -put into the Su ent wants you to do and what i.s
preme Court a proven exponent of right to do. v Long study of some
the living law. And the people books which never - disappoint—
IN USE FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS
won. Thaf the action of the court Such as Spencer, Tyndall, Darwin,
A Tried and Proven Remedy tor
since then has justified the in-j the Divinn Cpmedy in the original,
ASTHMA AND HAY FEVER
• stinct of the people is very plain— Voltaire in the French, Goethe's.
Two Size«, 25c and $1.0«.
the curbing of patent monopolies; Faust in the German, gnd Virgil
Vnfft Aaitr emit tu/tb >•*, vrte
fe
the extension of anti-rebating and Homer in the Latin and Greek,
Northrop & Lym^ C$.
Staffale, N.Y,
clauses of the interstate commerce will be great aids to ample, schoi-r
^99'«HRtlV M
act.;:.the women’s minimum wage arly, adequaney of vision, and sure
and ménfS'hours of service laws of ^solutions of the problem pf em
.many states, sustained by the de bodied error.
cisión upholding the two Oregon Assemble your evidence, always,
statutes;, the upholding of the epn- with this thought in mind: “The
stutiónaíity of the Adamson Eight- true grounds of decisions are conk
Hour LaW' by one vote (Mr. Bran sideratipns of policy and social ad
dies voted for the majority opin vantage, and it ig vain, to suppose
ion). All of these important Su-, that solutions can be attained
MA.NüfXçtVRBD by
preme Court decisions are signifi merely by logic and general propo
cant advantages of a living, rather sitions of law which nobody dis
than a literal, interpretation of putes. Propositions as to public
human Jaws.
policy rarely are unanimously ac
My young lawyer -reader, let cepted and still mero rarely if ever
light into your law by opening win are capable of Unanswerable erpof,
dows into it .from economics, hy-: They require a special training to
giené, psychology, etc., etc. For, enable anyone ever to fqrm an in ABBOTT'S
* you will find as the. years go by, telligent opinion, about them.” See
applied jurisprudence must event Judge Holmes, Attitude of . Courts
ually appeal to arguments discov in Labor Cases, p. 42.
I QUICKLY RELIEVE I
ered in the broadest; potential ad There will /be ’astonishment and
STOMACH GAS
vantages to mankind. One of our alarm in court when the judge
and
new -i school lawyers—^applying hearsayou challenge any reverened
INDIGESTION
“The Rule of Reasdn,” has just old law as fundamentally unjust..
If you c^rry ^o^r (liniier you
said:
But even the laws of Sinai are not
mayljaye a hot' drink yd^h ft if yuq
“The day is at hand in.whiqh it to be received tn an attitude of
purchase qne oTpur Lqpch Kits,
woula be possible for a lawyeir to dumb obedience—today we accept
. For thqse whg prefer a basket
stand up in court and say, T admit the law when it is just—otherwise
we have th© Thermos and, Vacuum
that I am not in line with prece-■ take it to the courts and.fhe legis
dents ; but I ask judgment on tech lature and change it.
Bottle,
NOAH
nical grounds. The law exists to
(To be Continued)
:
PRYOR-DAVIS CO Was the first citizen of record
THE JEWELER
known to have prepared fora
“The Old Hardware Shop”
36, Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
rainy day,
253 Plain St.
Biddeford
Tel. 509
Why itat follow his example
The rebuilding of tires is no longer an experiment.
and start a SAVINGS AC
Any tire with the tread worn off and of fairly solid body
COUNT with the
Sermon by Rev. Will S. Coleman

SPECIAL

Haskell - Jones
Company

Monday
ONLY
October 6

“The Heart
ofHumanity

tav

‘OH, YOU WOMEN’

/ W? j
<SS’.S'-/

I

snoKE

J. c.
CIGARS

W. J. Bradford Co

ABB-TABS

The Clothes of a

Re-Made World
Hart Schaffner & Marx
Clothes possessing universal appeal..
Clothes in which the bld styles have been cast
aside.
. Clothes of today—different—that express dis
tinction, character.
Clothes that are elert with the Vim and reflect
ing impulse of the hour.
Clothes modeled to mebt all requirements^ and
fit all men—the slim and the stout.

ON SALE ONLY AT

Haskell = Jones Co.
Portland,

Maine

DO YOU KNOW?
Many a Man’s Reputation for Distinction rests
on his wise choice of a

Now is the Time W Rebuild Tires

can be rebuilt and give from 3,000 to 5,000 extra miles.
Send in all your old tires. We will carefully inspect
them. If it is possible to rebuild them to give satisfac
tory mileage, we will do so.
Our prices are lower than any other tire rebuilding
concern. We also carry afull line ofrebuilt tires in stock.
TIRE AND TUBE VULCANIZING
- We call and deliver for tires and tubes.

AKCO TE’IK-E CO.
¡ Tel. 490

280 Plain street,

TO ALL CUSTOMERS
having their ¡h$pses wired for electric lights
during the nexti’;three<fnfpnths

We Will Present
A Hot Point Electric Iron Free

Biddeford, Maine
The Bank with the Chime (Hock

Biddeford

When you think of
GOOD JEWELRY—think

GOOD WATCHES-think

H. L. DUPRE
RINGS—think

H. L. DUPRE
Biddeford, Maine

Next Door to Biddeford National Bank

Agents for 1847 Rogers Silverware and Community
Silver Plate, Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens.

H DO i USD n?
The Knox Hat

Hot Point Irons have advanced to 7.00. We have
a limited supply at 6.50

Is the American Hat par excellence^-perfect
in design—surpassingly responsive to the wear
ers’ needs, in the highest degree original, the
Hat of Service,. Fashion, Quality,

NORTON & HARDEN

THE END OF THE ROAD FOR

Electrical

161 Main Street,

Pepperell
Trust Company

P. O. Square

Everything the Boy or Man wants in blothes
and furnishings

Contractors

Tel. 151-3 or 137-4

Kennebunk, Me.

THE STYLESHOP

Do You Need Water ? Motor Trucking
WRITE OR PHONE

Artesian Well Company of N. H.

From 1 to 100 tons. No com
pany pan quote lower prices on any
kind of cargo from Furniture to
Sand.
Gall me up, / it will save . you
money.

CONTRACTORS FOR DRILLED WELLS
Office: Merchants’ Bank Building
R. G. SEAVEY
DOVER,
/ Tel.'399-M
N.H, Tel. 31-2 Kennebunkport, Maine

Haskell - Jones
I
Company

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRÍSfe, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
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of any of these demands, will the
methods used obtained the hoped
for results? If these men of vio
lence obtain their immediate end
will they have helped of hindered
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH normal human progress? Violence Following is a list of books add
'
in a republic argues lack of faith ed, to the Public Library between
Sunday morning service at 10.30 either
in the justice of the measüre March 1 and Sept. 1.
Wednesday evening service at proposed
or in the people, or it ar
FICTiON
7.45. Everyone is cordially iti- gues a, fatal
lack of wise patience. Enchanted Barn
Sutz
vited to attend.
Democracy is committed to the The Man Nobody Knew
Hall
idea of progress through' gradual Penny of Top Hill Trail, Maniates
BAPTIST CHURCH
enlightenment, ideáis making their The Three Strings,
Rev. B. H. Tilton
way' through thé forming of the
Natalie S, Lincoln
popular will and the expression of Curious Quest
Oppenheim
Residence Main Street
that will through law and law’s How It Happened,
Bosher
enforcement.
Davies
The Golden Bird,
Public worship next Sunday
Desert of Wheat
Zane Grey
morning at 10.30. < The Sunday CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH Apartment Next Door
school will meet at the close of the
William Johnston
>WiH S., Coleman, Minister
prpàching service. A religious
Barr
Paper Cap
Parsonage
57
Main
St.,
Tel.
53-12
. education is within your reach if
Miss Ingalls
Gertrude Hall
. you will avail yourself of the priv-'
Stewart'
Sunday, October 5. (Rally Sunday) Buck,1: '
A lleges of our Bible school .
Norris
Josselyn’s Wife,
* The “People’s Popular Service” 10.30 a. m.—Worship with ser Winds of Chance
Beaeh
Designed to meet the requirements of the Woman or Miss who
at 7 ô’çl.Qck on Sunday evening. mon by the pastor. Subject: “Low Soul of Susan Yellam, Vatchell
This is your service èome and bring Aim, Not Failure, is Crime.”
Tompkins
Girl Named Mary,
desires to be smartly and correctly gowned
your friends Along with you to en-' 11.45 a. m.—Sunday school, with Betty Zane, .
Zane Grey
joy a pleasant evening in worship, classes for all.
, Sawyer
p. m.—Rally Day exercises Doctor/Danny
y The Young People’s Service Át '5.00
Years for Rachel,
Berta Ruck
the Sunday school.
:i. 6.15., "Do not forget the hour of by6.00
Delano
Tw6 Alike
The Season’s Choicest Fabrics and Newest Colorings in
p. m.—C. E. meeting.
this gathering of young people.
Shall we endeavor, to make our Wild Youth and Another, Parker
Thé mid week social-service on numbers
Hueston
at each of these services Prudence Says. So,
Wednesday at'7.30. Bé sure and the largest
Tracy
ever? The minister Number Seventeen,
be present at. this best service of says:.“yes,”—
Freeman
What do you say? Edgewater People.
the wéek.
Adams
Week night service Wednesday Common Cause
" The Sunday school Convention evening
Wells
at 7.30 o’clock. ?
. Joan,and Peter,
in Portland October 14 to • 16.Atherton
The Delta Alpha will meet with Avalanche, • .
Sometimes distance lends epchant- Mrs.,
Haggard
John Cooper,. Storer' Street Moon of Iseral
ment, but not in this case. The
For Street, Business Wear or Out-of-door Sports
Galsworthy
Thursday evening, instead of Beyond
proximity of this great Convention next
Best Short Stones of 1918, Obrien
Tuesday
evening.
'
■
creates a great inducement for you
For Forenoon Shopping or Morning Musicale
Rinehart
will be an adjourned meet-, K
to attend. Do not forget the place ingThere
Hearts’ Haven ■
Burnham >
of
the
Parish,
in
the
Chapel,
or date.
For the Matinee, Luncheon or Tea Hour
Roll-call
Bennett
next Tuesday evening.
Waller
Out of the Silences,
For Mid-Season Dinners and Dances
Johnston
Fees
METHODIST CHURCH
Beckley
A Chance to Live,
Rev. Royal A. Rich, Pastor
The Prestons
Vorse
12 Dane St, Tel. 37-3
Elizabeth’s Campaign
Ward
EvOry Man’s Land, Williamson
Crater’s Gold, /
Curtin
Rev. B. C. Wentworth conducted
Patricia Brent, Spinster,
the services last Sunday morning
, Anonymous
and ^evening, in exchange withUhe
Terrible Ferdinand,
Lippmann
pastor who conducted the services
Green. Valley,
Reynolds
at the West.
Christopher and Columbus
The presence and work of Mr.
,
Arnim
Wentworth was a pleasure to all.
Dawn,
Porter, E. H.
The pastor and Mrs. Rich-went to
His Friend, Miss McFarlane^
Portland on Monday, to attend the
Bosher
SftRetreat Meeting” at Pine,St. on
For Winter Wear
Conrad
Arrow of Gold
Monday and Tuesday, and Mrs.
Nomads of the North,
Curwood
Rich to remain and attend the
Bower
meeting of the W. F. M, S. in. the Before finally deciding to buy, and Thunder Bird,
543 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE
Chestnut St. Church on Thursday after looking over the other lines, White Horse and Red Haired Girl,
Gambier
’and Friday.
Mr. Man ho does out-door work, The Web
Kummer
Don’t forget the “Retreat Meet
Dillon
ing” to be held here next Tuesday, indly come in and look at the heavy The American, <
Nadavd
to which everybody is invited. Bis Wool Socks we have for sale.. .We Birds of a Feather,
- Lutz
hop Hughes will* be the speaker at ordered them January 14 and have Red Sig,
10 A. M. You will want td hear recently received them... Our Judith of Blue Lake Ranch,
Gregory
him., This is the first time that prices are based on the January
!»
The Highfliers,
Kelland
the Kennebunk Church Jia? been
Diamond Pin,
, Wells
honored with the. presence Of, a cost and not on present prices.
Romantic Liar,
Perry
Bishop. , Other fine speakers will
BOOZE CAR HELD
King
WANTED
City of Comrades,
be here from Boston, for the after PRICES 50c, 65c, 85c and $1,00, pr. Privates Wire to Washington,
McKenna
Midas
and
Son,
MacGrath
noon and .evening services. The
Anyone
haying
for sale Antique
The
hearing
on
,the
libel
against
Hergesheimer
T’ve Come To, Stay,
Vorse Java Head,
usual services on1 Sunday.,
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
Mason the liquor and autoriiobiJe which
Lady Larkspur, ’
Nicholson His Wife’s'Jt|b,
Hurst were seized by Deputy Sheriff J.^H1/ is prepared to do hair and Clocks, Tall docks, Old Glass,
Rising of thè Tide,
Tarbell Humoresque,'
Wrought' Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN
McCarter Clark at York two weeks ago,' when 1
Gregg,
Springer The Reclaimer
Candle’Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
v scalp treatment, facial
Hairy; Marks of Bortspipufh was
NON-FRICTION
Robert P. Doremus, Minister
Dwellers in Arcady,
Paine
anything in the Antique line. Any
for transporting six)
massage and mani
Opp. The Library.
Dav of Gloiy,
Res, 1 High St., Tel. 45,3
Canfield New Orleans, the Place and the arrested
one having articles to offer, call
quarts, four pints and sixteen half i
People
King
Valley of Vision,
Van Dyke
curing by apor write.
pints of whiskey, was heard at the
America
in
France
.
Palmer
Duchess
òf
Siona,
Goodwin
BJDDEFORD
. Service at 10.30 A. M. The min
court on Monday. No one
ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE
nointment.
Poilu.
Atkinson German Secret Service in America York
ister will preach.
' JdneS’and Hollister claihtnng the liqubr it .was con
BUNK, MAINE
■ Sunday School at 11.45.
Glory of the Coming,
Cobb, demned biit a strenous fight was
Thursday, December 4th, has
made
f
or
the
car
by
attorney
Aaron
Iliad, of Homer,
been set for the First Parish Fair.
Lang, Leaf, and Myers 1 Cole. -The case for the state in the
Committees have begun their work,
enforced (absence of County Attor
Last of the Great Scoots,
and. plans are well under way for a
Wetmore and Grey ney Chesley was ably handled by'
fair that will surpass all previous'
Dr. J. G. Stewart, resulting in the
An Autobiography
Plant fully equipped with latest and most effiejent
fairs the parish has\ held. The
Theodore Roosevelt holding of the auto and an appeal
date is announced thus early that
was
taken
to
the
Jenuary
session
In Flanders Field,
McCrae
it may be kept in mind and no com
Education of Henry Adams, Adams of the Supreme'court., Marks, who
dieting engagements formed for
had previously been found guilty
War Diary of a piplomat,
Promptness of delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.
that date.
Meriwether on the transportation charge, is
' There is an intensification in
under
$300
cash
bail
for
appear

Yashka
Botchkeuva
these days following the war, of
Living Bayonets,
Dawson ance on his appeal in the^same ses Water Street,
Kennebunk
the Spirit of revolt, an increased
Keeping Fit All The Way, Camp sion.
tendency to use force politically,
/Years Between,
Kipling
socially, industrially. Thats spirit
English Literature During Last
surges, everywhere, manifest in
Half Century
Cunliffe
revolutions, in race riots, in strikes
Guarantees of Pence,
and accompanying violence. There
Woodrow Wilson
are even men of intelligence who
Pilgrim in Palestine,
Finley
believe that it is justifiable ’and
Lilies, White and Red,
Huard
practicable for those who desire to
Bolshevism,
• ■
Spargo,
_
seize what they desire, if not with
JUVENILE FICTION *
law then without law. Each little
ilsabel Carleton’s Friends,
group has its'own plan for the
Ashmun
betterment of > social conditions,
Master of the Peaks,
Altshelqr
PORTLAND
and it believes that it is possible
Ross Grant in a Miner’s Camp,
to take it by storm, simply and di
Garland
rectly to seize it by force. But,
French Twjns,
Perkins,
quite aside from the right or wrong
Trail Book, , i
Austen
Connie Morgan with the Mounted,
Hendryx
Boy Scouts of Lenox,
Webster
Patty Bride,
Wells
Adventures of Bob White, Burgess
Adventures of 01’ Mistah Buzzard,
Burgess

BOOKS ADDED

CHURCH NOTICES

Visitors to the Music Festival
are cordially invited to inspect our

Superbe Line of Fashionable Apparel

Suits, Hats, Coats, Gowns, Blouses, Skirts

Men’s

Heavy Wool

High Grade Furs

Stockings

Attractively Priced

J. E. PALMER CO

-Mrs. Mabel Huff

Maguire The Shoetst,

VULCANIZING

SPECIAL SALE

Electric Vulcanizers

Extra Heavy
White China Matting
75c Yd., Value $1.00

W. T. Kilborn Co,

BUY OUR

Linoleums For Wear

'Which, Do You Want— 7
Steam or Hot Water Heat?

We have d very select line of patterns, also
in CONGOLEUN and other makes of felt
base goods.

Rugs in most handsome patterns and prices
that áre right. ✓ No charge for laying by our
experienced cárpét layers.

H. P. Atkinson & Sons, Inc.
Furrilture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies
Atkinson Block
Biddeford, Maine

Atkinson Block
Saco, Maine

Botn are good. Both have merit,1
Both have advocates. If you con
template installing either system,
be sure to secure. our figures be
fore acting, because
I CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. OR
DER YOUR HEATER REPAIRS
NOW.

W. F. Mahaney,
62 Alfred St.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
Mrs. JL.1S. H. Davis visited Bos
ton on /Monday on business.
* Miss -Mary Mathews of Wells and
her néiée aré'visiting Mrs. Morgan*
, The laundry is-again in opera
Mr. Will Hay has moved to the tion, the repairs having been com
¿Cooper tenement. 3
pleted last Saturday afternoon.”
B, John Balch went- to Boston on Theodore W. Cousins was enroll
;busiries^ Tuesday.
ed last week as one of the 92 mem
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atwood bers of the,class of’ 25 at Bowdoin
pnotored to Portsmouth on Sunday. Mts.^Néllie Day has ‘"returned to
; Mr. and Mrs. Goodnow motored her position in- Downing’s store
to Boston Monday—fine roads are after a vacation of two weeks, za
found ali the Way.
portion of which she spent in Bos
The Barry Bible Class are being ton.
entertained today at ytftie Beach by Mr, and Mrs,. Arthur Goodwin of
Mrs. Éliot Rogers.
Parsons Street will go to the mouri
Charles Danforth, brother of tains tomorrow, Friday, for a week,
Mrs. Pérléy Greenléaf,-visited his vacation. They will make the trip
sister recently on His way back to by auto.
Santa Barbara after a trip to his Miss aCrrie Lucas started on a
old horn© in Gardner.
two week vacation on Wednesday.
These are the days when the She Will visit relatives in Haver
listening trees along Summer St., hill, Mass. Mrs. Russell Carter is
seem to hold their breath before taking the place of Miss. Carrie
some vague and imperiding storm Lucas during the latters vacation.
-r-the leaves are falling fast.
So summer goes and autumn Local horsemen are taking a
cóniés—the chin; of the cricket tó lively interest in the races which
heard in huddled leaves, by the Wm. Welch" is arranging for Saco
waterside, -defying the frost and driving park on next Saturday.
all the sad and sear of winter hjs There will be two classes, the 2.25
ahd the 2.50, in which several
song goés on.
/
The Delta Alpha class of the Kennebunk, and Port horses will
Congregational church Will' be én- probably be entered.
tertairied by Mi^. Xgnes Cooper at Deputy Sheriff Perley Í). Green
her home in Storer street at Their leaf apd wife left on Tuesday for a
jnonthly, meeting' on Thursday Oc ten day auto auto trip to Gardner
and from there on into the Moose
tober 9th/
, Grace, Sage, a popular and well head region. They were accom
known impersonator, will appear at panied by Mr. and Mrs. Whitcomb
the town hall on Tuesday evening, ;of KennebuSkport. During Mr.
October 7th, under the auspices of Greenleaf’s absence his place »in
Olive Rebekah lodge iri a recital of the restaurant is being filled by his
brother, Morrill Greenleaf of Norpopular plriy.
Registered at the McLellan—Mr way.
and Mrs. M. S. Clifford and daugh Miss Rena B. Chappelle'of North
ters, the Misses Beatrice and Kennebunkport has been selected
ElanOr, of Bostori, Mass. They to teach in the 7th grade school in
have been ^motoring thru Maine; the position which is being tempo
gnoW on the way home.
rarily filled by Miss Kelly. Miss;
The trains to Portland aré well Chappelle is now completing l)er
patronized these days, by the shop course in the Normal School in
pers from Kennebunk who are tak Gorham finishing/the work which
ing advantage of the great J. R. she was compelled to defer last
Libby Co’s. 52nd Anniversary Sale, year on account of ill health. She
Extraordinary bargains aré report will take charge of the school in
ed.
November.

LOCAL NOILS

AT

Mrs. N. H. Davis
Kennebunk,

Maine

At the same low prices which prevaiMn all other departments,
we sell

Our Floor Coverings
No fancy prices here on Rugs or Linoleums and a
wonderful assortment from which to select

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRALN CO
PORTLAND

r*

‘"'x SERVICE

< Willard J

station

Tnere^are Willard Service Stations all over the country. One is near your
home. Twice a month—the year round—call at that service station and your
battery looked over—get-cBstilled water. J
... v
-It costs nothing to coh sulf-them and they may save you a lot of driving
grief- -for the battery is the base of'supply fdr your entire electric systemi—
without the “juice” you cannot run.

Biddeford & Saco Battery Co
H. Hevey

E. Drapau

9 Lincoln St., Biddeford, Me.

lllllllllUlilllllNIVIIHI

BATH ROOM MIRRORS
AND MEDICINE CABINETS
Nickeled Fixtures tff All Kinds, Bath Room
Supplies and Accessories
BATH ROOM MIRRORS
With White eriameled frames, excellent qualityt both
square and round corners, and good quality plate,; at $2.79,
$4.19, $5.39, $6.29, $8.49.
Frameless mirrors with glass shelves and brackets, complete at $7.69.

BATH ROOM FIXTURES
/.
The high grade k'irid, Safibla TiMe^or Ari Brass Co., in
cluding soap dishes, sponge racks, tumbler holders, com
bination tumbler and tooth brush holders, nickler hooks, .
va^ous sizes< toilet paper harigers, towel rods, at very
little advance in price. Recently restocked. A fine selec
tion now available.

BATH TUB SEATS
White enameled, at $1.2^3. Oak Seats, 69c- 98c.
BATH ROOM FIXTURES—-at popular prices. The well
known ‘Will wear” kind, including mqst all the pieces
mentioned above atprices ’ranging from 39c to 49c, 69, 89c
each. A large shipment received Saturday now on sale.'

HATS OF INIMITABLE CHARM
Unusual and Individual Models in all
the new and choicest materials—Panne
Velvet, Duvetyn, Tinsel Brocade, Vel
vet Ribbons, Beaver, Velour felt, and
many other fabrics of Distinction,

BATH BRUSHES
Ayqod backsy good bristles, detachable handles, 59c,
98c, $1.89. /

priced to Save you the Ultimate Cent

BATH TOWELS
Heavy Whjte Turkish type, 39c, 59c, 79c, 89c, 98c, $1.29.
Wash Cloths, excellent variety—10c to 29c each.
Bath Mits, 30c to 50c, a pair.

The Spirit of Youth reveals itself in our

SPONGES
Excellent and durable bath sponges, both bleached/
arid natural, 50c to $2.50 each.
Bldhched Mediterranean bath forms—15c to 75c each..
Rubber Sponges—25c to $1.50 each.
»Special Miller Sponge—50c. -Extra large.
A See the.Healthom.eter Bath Room Scales, only $11.98.
MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
BATH ROOM CABINETS
, White enameled finish, with glass shelves, some with
mirror fronts—$2.98, $6.98. $14.29.

New Fall Line
of Suits
FOR YOUNG MEN
AND BOYS

BATH SPRAYS.
: Knickerbocker Line—$2.00,'$2.50, $3.00, $3.50 to $6.00
each/
Excellent sprays also at $1.19'and $1.50.

SOAP for the BATH TUB
Colgate’s All-Round Soaps, five odors
per cake 10c
Colgate’s Turkish Bath Soap
per cake 10c
Floating Witch Hazel Soap
per cake 5c
Palmolive Soap
per cake 10c
'. Remmer’s Peroxide Soap
13c each—2 for 25c
'Remmer’s Round Bath Tablets
13c each—2 for 25c
Hay’s Soap Blocks, five odors, including transparent
role, ■
‘ /'
per caké 10c
Waltke’s Turkish Bath or Witch Hazel Soap per large
cake 5c
HAY’S OL-OLIVE SOAP—The best 10c block of soap ob
tainable today. It is reality .an agreeable Castile Soap,
green incolor, smooth arid bland in texture, a perfect Toilet
and Bath Tub Soajp.

They are cut on the New Fall Lines,
and the Hand Tailoring is fine. There
are Half Belts, Full Belts, Snug Waists
ed, Deep Chested Suits. The Coats are
cut long, with some new shoulder ef
fects; single and double breasted and
there are many new weaves and
colorings.

DID YOU TRY OUR SPECIAL OL-OLIVE SOAP OFFER
LAST WEEK?—HERE IT IS AGAIN FOR THIS MONDAY
Ono cake of Ol-Olive Soap free to^each Customer pur
chasing three Cakes of the Crystal So.ap Co.’s 10c . new
round Bath Tablets with choice of several odors, making
four large cakes of soap for.29c.

PERFUMED BATH TABLETS
Impart'a delightful fragrance when dissolved in the
bath. In 10c packages.
BATH SALTS
Bradley’s
Hudnut’s
4711 Bath Salts
Prichard & Constance

Also there aie more conservative lines
id our immense stock for the more con
servative men.
.v

A. A BIENVENUE

TOILET TISSUES FOR BATH ROOM
Blue Jay Crepe
Roll 10c—3 for 25c
Rice Fibre
roll 10c—straight
Reo Roll
5c—straight
Handifold package
13c—2 for 25c
College package
19c—3 for 50c
Otsu package
20c—-straight
VáWQ DRUG STORES-ESTABL’D 1841

140 Main Street

Biddeford

49c and 98c
47c and 98c
40c and 75c
35c to $1.00

J.

A. A. Whiting, tqwn. treasurer,
has been appointed by the depart
ment; of inland fisheries and game
as special inspector to identify
shipments of game and birds which
are being made in automobiles and
other private conveyances by non
residents.
. ¡Ocean Lodge of Mason of Wells
èritértairied their ladies at w ban
quet at Clark’s Hotel on Friday
evening at which 120 covers were
laid. The piè^e de résistance was
lobster and with it weht all of the
frills and fixings appertaining to
and concomitant of this favorite
food of secret orders* and chorus
giris. W. F. "Cotisons, acting as
toaiSt master,/ intrbduced Lieu’t.Roby Littlefield, who related some
of his war experiences, Wiliam
Tripp and Rev. Mr. Kennedy of
Hartford Conn., a summer visitor,
who served across the Water in the
Y. M. C. A. and Who, in addition
to speaking very entertainingly on
a civilians view of the war from
close contact, exhibited a largé
collection of relics which he
brought, with him from France.
Carroll and Leslie Clark have
returned to Bowdoin College. Both
enter the junior class.
Miss Grace -Brooks who has been
working in the post office during
the âümitièr Is speriding a weekvacation in Portland.
Bert Littlefield of Moody who
has been in the employ of E. R.
Hoyt during the summer has gone"
to Jacksonville Florida to make
extensive improvements on Mr.
Hpyt’s house there. Th^s*1 is the
second winter that he will spend
in the “land of oranges.”
Henry Maxwell has bought a lot
of land On-Hoyt’s Lane between the
Edgley cottage and that \ of Mrs.
Perkins.. ^Thi8'one °f the finest
and; most ^sightly lots ^ilong the
beach. Mr. Maxwell is expected
to improve it at once.

. The two actions of Edward R.
Kingsbury vs. Flora H. Beeler,
concerning a tract of land of about
an Were situated in -Ogunquit;
Which, came before the Supreme
court at Alfred last week and con
tinued this week Was taken /from
■the jury by Asso; Justice Spear at
■the cbriclusibn of theheviderice on
^Tuesday morning and trapsfered
to the law court. During tlie trial
eighteen defeds were -placed in evipen?^e ¿qverfng trahsfers/ during a
period of 88,years biit, according
to the ruling of the judge, the case
was so cb’rnpl'icated, dwfri^ to the'
-fact" that rib bbunds were specified'
¿many oPthe deeds, that 'the jury
fcould iriake -no firidirig bn fherii.
There hlad been a large numb’er-of
witnesses on the stand previous to
this action ¿of -the judge. The
litigants ‘ were represented by Ray
P. Hanscbm and'E. P. Spinney.

Trading Stamps
See the Premiums|Qiven I

A. M. SEAVEY'S
Water Street,

$1M A YEAR

Kennebunk, Maine

Today Is the day to “Follow
th0 Lead of the Leader”!
Who’s Giving The Greatest
Values? That’s t'he Showdown
Think Carefully and make the
Comparisons

Dresser’s Daylight Store
Kennebunk

Maine

Shows the Value of a Dollar. Com
pare the low Price of our Men and
Boy’s FURNISHINGS with outside
shops, then Cometo us for the VALUE
OF YOUR DOLLAR.

Eat More Bread
It is Your Best
Aiid Cheapest Food
Buy the Best Bread at
the Price of Poor.
If is Made -at

Enterprise

Joy’s Bakery
“Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake’

I. L. EVANS & CO
Kennebunk Beach WEST KENNEBUNK

Flower Pots and Sau Mrs.- John Somers- took an auto
'trip with friends to Poland Spring
cers, sizes 2 to 1 2 in •lâst week. ;
John Wells was a Portland visi
Prices 5c to $1.25 tor Saturday.
Hanging Flower Pots
25c to $2.50

Chains-for Hanging
10c and 20c
Hooks for Hanging
10c

PERFECTION
OIL HEATERS
$6.50, $7.50, $9.00
$9.50
Extra Wicks
Extra Oil Founts
Extra Flame Spreaders

FOOTBALLS

35c, 60c, $1.00, $1.00
$3.00, $4.00
Extra Football Bladders

PORTLAND.MÁINE.

T. L. EVANS & CO
BIDDEFORD, ME.
lUHlUillUUUlitMl

Ask Us About

TRANSFÈRED TO LÀW COURT.

H.H.HAY SONS
ALWAYS look for THE 3-H quality mark

lllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllUiîîit
UilíiiiiiijifuiiiiñiiilUíiiiiiúi
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Mr. Perley S. Eaton has pur-,
chased the Proctor Estate on the
corner of Spring and Temple St.,
Saco. Earl Eaton is keeping
A. J. Smith is having some té/ ^bachelors hall at the old home. |
¡pairs done at the Hotel Atlantis.
Mrs. Róseo Clark and daughters
Mrs. Chas. Powers of Dorchester ’Elinor, and Mrs. H. Strayhorn were
was the giiest of her UnclefGeorge Bae¿ visitors -last week.
IL York, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscó CÌark and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Drown and Mrs. Joshua Clark were Portland
daughter Ruth was the guest of visitors last Friday.
William B. Drown,¡Sunday.
Mrs. John Somers*is caring for t John Seeley 'has rétúrned to
Mrs. Joseph Hubbard who is quite work after a week’s illness with a
blind boil. His father >who ' has
sick.
The Adventist Church and Sun been under the weather with acute ,
day school of Lower Village held indigestion is able to be around
an outing at Gooéh’s Beaçh Satur again.
day, September 27, At half past Mr. and Mrs. L. Clark of Sanford
eight the two auto trucks of Chas. were Kennebunk visitors Sunday.
Robinson took the company for a Reid Chapman is ’busy day and
ride then to the cottage of Mr. Rob. night with his sawing machine. M
ipson which hé had kindly offered Everyone is busy with their cider
to them for the day. Mrs. Robin barrells. Mr. S. Evans is so busy
son as a charming hostess made .with his cider mill he can hardly
all welcome. and the cheerful fire get time to do his chores.
in the fire place made a horn© like William T ay lorhas moved to the
picture and was* much appreciated. Geo. Quint house.
At the- noon hour ta, bouptiful re Mrs; Lawrence Wentworth has
past was served^which by its qual- gone to Nashua, N. ' H., for the
rty and quà-nity made one think winter. Mr. Wentworth has takefi
there was no such thing as High a room with Mrs. A. Clarke.
Cost of Living. A certain ÿéurig Mr. Samuel Perkins is going th
man shôwed plainly his fondess California^ for the winter.
for sqriash pie. „While another was James Walker of Lyman has sold
heard to remark that “he Was full”. his farm. It was bought by out Of
parties who purchase for/à
It is hoped'that he can explain sat town
isfactorily ; if the .\ Kennebunk home.
Sluths should investigate. In the Lawrence Drown of Lyman has
afternoon, ice cream was served moved to Kennebunk.
to all about 75 being present. About Hubbard Day, who has been at
four the party were taken to their -the Farmer’s Exchange since' its
homés With many thanks to . Mr. opening, hás resigned his positiòtì
and Mrs. Robinson, all proclaiming much to the , regret of the large '
it an ideal outing"? Much credit is circle of friends which he has
due To thé young people who plan formed while there.
Rev. R. A. Rich of the Methodist
ed'this good time.
church 'in Kennebunk exchanged
pulpits with Rev. B. F. Wentworth
on Sunday. ,
The Ladies Aid held their anmi'al picnic last Thursday .at Kenne
bunk Beach being, entertained at
the- Lowell cottage which was
Mason Block*
Kennebunk thrown open to them for thè oc
casion. The members report i a
- Evenings by appointment.
most enjoyable and profitable time.
Telephone 49-3
î

Dr Frederick R. Ferris
Osteopath
Office Hours 9-4

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
the sincere wish of one who was
I was a correct gauge to the interest i
born there.
■
’ ;
¡of the people in the w<r against
I the liquor traffic, the days of pro-1
Mrs. Ivory Ross of Biddegord
, hibition—national o>r State, conwas the guest of her parents, Mr.
Mr. Percy Jellison of Ports
’i Stitutional or statutory—are most
and Mrs. D. W. Hadlock, Tuesday.
mouth spent Sunday with his aunt
i1 surely numbered. No evil can be
Visit much enjoyed.
!' kept under control, much less de
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Seavey of Mrs. W. H. Jackson.
Miss Gbraldine Joseph’ of JStohli stroyed,3 unless the people in genGape Porpoise and children, Ruth
We learn with sorrow of the ills* summer is now able to be out al and Fred are the guests of their ingtpn, Conn., has returned to her
I erab stand behind the the attempt
touched the edge of the recent an(f unless they make it clearly nes£ of our old friend and neigh though still lame.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ben home after a . two: weeks visit with
Mrs. Edna Webber spent the just
;
’
•
—
Mrs. B. P. Emery.
hurricane.
Mr. Baker 1 evident on all proper occasions bor} Charles E. Diirrell, who is ill - Charles O. Clough certainly has son. Welcome guests;
week end with her parents, Mr. disastrous
<
been promoted to the rank of that they are unalterably hostile at the Trull Hopital. His many somefflne large potatoes. He recent Mrs» Ivory Ross of. .Biddeford The Adventist.. Sunday School
and Mrs. F. E. Clought, returning has
:
it. It is to be hoped that on friends extend sympathy and hope ly dug some and sixty ‘ filled his deford entertained. Mrs. Ralph picnic'held at Gooch’s Beach Sat
to her home in Portland on Monday Commander U. S. S. B. He will be to
another occasion these who are op for his speedy recovery.
bushel basket. Mr. Clough is a Benson and little son of Portland urday was a delightful occasion
The local Red Cross Committee at home for a few days.
posed to the saloon and all that is
Our Mailman D. W. Hadlock is very successful farmer owns a last week Mr. Benson spent, the for those privileged to attend.
on Relef Work met on Monday
in
league
with
it
will
make
their
still confined to his bed, but is pretty set of buildings, keeps his week end with them, visit mutually Beautiful weather, a large crowd
evening at the home of Mrs. Lilia
position apparent in a manner that slightly better. He wishes to say ’grounds looking fine, has a pretty enjoyed.
whicii passed the day mostly on
Perkins. It was decided to con
cannot
be
doubted.
that he appreciates the visits from flower garden,- but has never yet— Mrs. W. F. Wyman spent. the the bea’ch playing ball and other
tinue knitting as long as the pres
friends, patrons, neighbors and a helpmate to his fancy. His
.gam’eSj while there were those who
ent supply of yam lasts, but not
* brother Redmen also the gifts of house is neatly kept and would put week end in Portsmouth visiting preferred the cottage with its cheer
.to take up sewing this season, un Hom John G. Woolley spoke in SOUTH CONGREGATIONAL
her, daughter and Mrs. Irving Hall,
CHURCH
the
Methodist
church
on
Wednes

fruit, dainties, vegetables, -and al to shame many a housewife. He formerly of this itown,.
ful fireplace and comfy chairs fur
less some Unexpected emergency day evening of last week. He came
KENNEBUNKPORT
so, th® beautiful flowers which have deserves all success.
bished thru the hospitality of its
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Franck
s
S.
Shack

should arise.
HENRY
R.
M
c
C
artney
,
Minister
the auspices of the An- ]
helped to brighten the hours of Lewis Baker is home on a short
Harvey Goodrich has gone* to here under
of Salem are visiting at the owner, Mr, C. H. Robinson. ReLeague of America. His W-Sunday morning service 10.30. suffering. Mrs. Ernest Benson furlough. All are glad to meet ford
Skowhegan to visit relatives'. He ti-Saloon
homes of. their daughter, .Mrs. J. . freshments of baked beans, sand^
Sunday
school
at
11.45.
address
aimed
to
emphasize
the
will probably be absent all winter. thought that, although national ^ Evening meeting at 7.30 --Union has since his illness kept his room him.
L. Campbell, and their son, Harry ' wiches, cakes, pies, cookies, ice
’ Farmers report a general shrink prohibition, had been written into jservice in Methodist church. Rév. bright from her beautiful selec George Wormwood one of oldest L. Shackford. They will stay from cream and coffee were served by
tion. These are much appreciated. men is selling his household goods, ten days to two weeks.
the committee in charge. All voted
agedn the potato crop due to rot,
fundamental law of the land, Mr. McCartney will speak.
He also more than appreciates his farming implements, etc. He has ‘ \ ^.L. Campbell and family spent -it was the best picnic ever.
which is credited, to the recent ex the
Mid-week
meeting
at
7.30-Union
the . battle against the saloon and
barber, Ernest Walker, who likes sold his pretty little home to Mm. Friday and Saturday in Ports-!j Mrs. B. P. Emery is visiting her
tended spell of wet weather.
liquor traffic had not yet been service in Methodist vestry.
to see his mailman look well so Bartlett. Rumor says that ' Mr. mouth. They made the trip
by I brother Mr. F. W. Lake at Mel
1
, Considerable repairs are being '.the
won. He dwelt on the re FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
keeps his face smoothly shaved. Wormwood will go to a hospital. auto.
rose Highlands.
made to the out side, of Masonic (fully
luctance with which evils yield
He sure is a good friend. Then He is in poor health. All sympathy
CHURCH
Chester W. Going and family of I . Mr. Clarence Boothby while load
block.
,>
that they once enjoyed, TOWN HALL—KENNEBUNK there are thanks for the lady who' with him.'
Townsend, Mass, are on .a week 'ing stone at Great Hill Monday re
Miss Beatrice Clough finished privileges
even when the voice of the people,
serves daily as his mail carrier.
PORT
visit at the home of Mr. Going’s ceived a severe strain of themusher work infthe post-office lastr through
Misses
May-and
Olive
Washburn
I
their recognized lawmak HENRY R. McCARTNEY, Minister He has the best service too. Then
brother Louis Going. Mr. Going
^is back which are very
Saturday.
with
friends
were
guests
of
their
Howard Martin is night operator ers, has spoken in no uncertain Sunday afternoon service at 2 the brother who does the errands sister, Mrs. Guy Wilson, Sunday. was formerly well acquainted here,’ painful. He^ is being treated by
terms. Already, it is apparent that o’clock^
and hejps otherwise, all have the
haviiig spent his vacations nearly. Dr^^Ferris^of Kennebunk
in the local talephone rooms.
sincere thanks of Mr. and Mrs. Their father, F. T. Washburn spent every summer in North Kenne- The
A néwiáist of army supplies the liquor element is determined L Sunday School at 1.15.
m1* ladies ; of the Adventist
last
week
with.
Mrs.
Wilson.
He
Hadlock, who thank all and every
Church will meet with Mrs. Cool
open to purchase by the public has to leave no-stone unturned in or
bunkport
for
a
number
of
years
der to prevent the effective en LEO H. CLARK BACK FROM one who have "helped in tMs tithe is now at E. B. Walkers, Kenne up tp fen years ago. He is taking broth, Wednesday and there lay
been received and has been put forcement
bunkport.
of antagonistic legisla
pf sickness.
GERMANY
up in the post-office.
hisT^first. Vacation for eight years, plans for a Ladies’ Aid Society.
George Jenny is now acting as North Kennebunkport Sure is during which time he has not miss • } The L. W. Meeting Tuesday
There has been considerable de tion. It is the . duty of thé people
lay in getting school books for the who love righteousness and ciean- : Leo H. Clark, son of George C. sub-carrier on Route No. 1. Ken an example for larger and richer ed work a day, with 365 days to a night was led by Mrs. Eva Roach.
A Missionary meeting and a large
lower grades this year, but Super línéss and uncontaminâted Ameri Ctlark of North Kennebunkport ar nebunkport much to the satisfac towns. Recently a man who has year.
intendent Goodrich states that canism to watch every movement rived at home Saturday, having tion of its patrons. Mr. Jenny been a hard working man through , J. L. Bean and. wife closed their number present.
nearly all have arrived and will be of the saloon and its friends, to en beeh dicharged from Camp Devens will be kind, Courteous and oblig life but who is now an invalid was home last Tuesday going to the ■ The„ work of asphalting * the
placed in the schools as rapidly tourage those who are engaged in on the previous day. He reached ing to the patrons who -in turn presented with his tax bill receipt National Soldier’s Home at Togus square is Rapidly reaching comple
the crusade against the saloon by New York with his unit, Company will appreciate his efforts as they ed by Herbert Huff, tax collector, where they will spend the winter, tion under the supervision of Har
as possible.
^Mia&wJIenriettá F. Libbey, who their strong moral support-and to G, 16th Infantry, 1st Division, from have their eld carrier who is nowi Of course this kindness was more They .will return early in the ry Howard, who states that the
than appreciated and it sure was spring when they will make exten construction will be finished by the
taught so successfully in the pri aid every promising movement of ovér seas about three weeks ago very ill, confined to. his bed.
mary schools of this town for a strengthening the warfare against and participated in the great Per Mrs. Will Clough who has been a thoughtful and kind deed. Long sive repairs and improvements ;on. ' end of next week.
liquor evil. If national prohi shing parades in New York and a suffered from rheumatism all prosper North Kennebunkport is their house3.
New Wt books for the schools
number of years, was the guest of the
bition should be discredited be Washington. His company was
here have arrived, and are being
Jfriends here the first of the week. cause
of weak of partial enforce the one which held the right pf the
distributed among the scholars. .
She makes her honie in Canton, N.
the temperance, cause would line following Pershing’s guard.
| Y.,,with her father and brother. ment,
such a setback that it could; He has' been across since the 23rd
Clyde Rand left for Kent’s Hill receive
FUNITURE
regain its present position in a of July of last year and saw much
\ on Monday to begin his Senior not
Much, therefore, is at severe fighting. His regiment was
----- NEW SECOND HAND------year. He is the captain of the century.
Mrs.
Elmer
Meserye
with
a
par

stake, not only in América, but al a part of the Army of .Occupation
All kinds of second hand furniture
Seminary football team.
ty pf friends motered to Portland
so in the world. Mr. Woolley,
bought at
Esther A. Baker, daughter of made a fine impression as a plat and, for some time previous to
fdr
the
day
Sept.
17.
F’rices
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas P. Baker, form speaker. It was'a privilege their recall to this country, they*
Miss Comaniche of Staten Island,
in Large or Small Lots
went to Lewiston last Wednesday, and ' a pleasure to listen to him,. were detailed in guarding one of
N.;Y. is the guest of Mrs. Charles
the
Rhine
bridges.
Mr.
Clark
went
and has entered Bates College.
If you have anything for sale telephone
This may be said apart from the through the entire war unwounded
Sherman.
The union evening meetings of subject which he presented. On and ungased although, on one oc
Mr. Charles Sherman made a or write me. Best line of new and re
the Congregationalists and Metho that his statements were clear and casion, a German machine gun bul
business trip to New York last, novated furniture at reasonable, prices.
It will pay you to call.
dists will be held on Sundays im his arguments cogent and con let went through the heel of his
week returning Sunday A. M.
the Congregational church and on vincing. Avoiding reckless asser boot. Shortly before the armis
Mrs. Walter S. Clough and three
HL Shapiro
Thursday in the Methodist church. tions' cm one hahd and wholesale tice, while doing patrol* duty in
children arrived home' from New 74-80 Elm St., Teh 239-R, Biddeford’
Brunswick Sunday morning.^ Mrs.
Cleveland Trott has returned condemnations on the other, he .company with another American,
Clough has been in New Brunswick
from a visit of several weeks with was all. the more forceful and car he lost his way and strayed to the
ried his-audience with him to his German first line trenches where
'for four weeks the guest of her
relatives in Woolwich, Me.
mother and sister.
Mr. and'Mrs. A. M. Weils have sane conclusions, leaving all with they-encountered a body of the
Corp. Linwood Leach of General
returned from an outing . at Mt. the temperance cohorts with laurel enemy, some 25 in number, who
¡Pershing’s Composite Reg. has re
Chocorua, N. H. Mr. Wells was wreaths.' In passing, it must be promptly surrendered to them
said that it was a great pity that without firing a shot. He says
turned to the home of his parents
delighted to have enjoyed one fair mofe
people did not avail them that there is much hard feeling
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Lfeach. All are
day while away.
selves of this unusual opportunity
glad to welcome him home.
- Lewis A; Baker returned home to hear a master of our language, among the men because they were
Mr. Woodbury Smith: of South
on Tuesday after a voyage to Cuba and it was also a matter of regret not allowed to finish up what they
Berwick, formerly of this place
as chief officer, on the Lake Glen; that more interest was not maní-, started, by marching straight
died at the home of his daughter,
Our line of autq goggles is most
coe, which brought back a cargo of fësted in the cause that was so through to Berlin, and also because
Mrs. C. B. Adams, early Monday compelte and attractive.
were not allowed to come
it?
r ?^ew York, ably: represented by Mr. Woolley: they
morning. Mr. Smith had many The kind; you want at the price'
home within, a reasonable time af
On the trip south the Lake Glencoe if the meagerness of the audience ter
friends in this vicinty. lie leaves you want to pay—
the signing of thè armistice.
three daughters, Mrs. Adams of
We have them all
Kennebunkport, Mrs. Peabody of
A PAYING PROPOSITION
Philadelphia, Pa., Miss Julia Smith
LITTLEFIELD
of. South Berwick. Mr. Smith had
Twenty one years ago Monday
Optometrist and Optician,
passed
his
eighty-seventh
birth

C. -M. Hutchinson took the farm on
BIDDEFORD
_
,,
_
SACO
CRYSTAL ARCADE,
day. The body was taken to South
which he was born, but which he
121-123 Main St.
Tw° Llve
170 Plain St.
BIDDEFORD
Berwick
for
burial.
had left some years before, with
the declared intention of making
the raising of milk a paying propo
sition. It was then prophesied by
his neighbors that this would be
impossible, as the farm was run
down and as they also believed,
there was no money in milk alone.
The first winter he was compelled
to buy hay’ to carry through two
cows and a horse. Through clear
ing more land and constantly keep
ing up that which he had he was
able to carry 28 head of cattle and
three horses through the winter.
His summer trade with the cot
tages and the beach hotels has
grown to such an extent that, even
with his large herd, he is not able
In order that those of you living at the lower end of the city may obtain your share of our
to take care of the demand and he
is’now obliged to buy of the same
men who once told him that he
could not make a success of dairy
ing. The summer trade closed
this week and he has started shipig 400 quarts daily from his own
herd to Malden, Mass. Mr. Hut
chinson warms his cow bam artifically in winter and to this he at
MADE, BAKED and WRAPPED in the CLEANEST, most SANITARY and
tributes a much larger yeild than
MODERN bake shop, we will on
he would otherwise obtain. He
also employs other up to date meth
ods including milking machines.

Lower Village

SACO ROAD AND VICINITY

KENNEBUNKPORT

I

Fine Lecture

TOWN HOUSE

NOTICE!

The Lewis Polakewich Store

will be closed

Latest
Style
AUTO
Goggles

Saturday, October 4th
Until 5.30 P. M

Lewis Polakewich

Biddeford,

Maine

Co-Workers of Biddeford, Kenne
bunk, Kennebunkport & Vicinity

Hot Bread and Rolls

Think of us tomorrow morning
when you’re buttoning your shirt
our new Fall E. & W’s are here
and we’re thinking of you
Every- Indian Summer we try to get new
men into the habit of thinking of us when
they think of shirts—and this Fall we’ve
given the matter so much thought and se
lected our patterns with such thoroughness
that we simply have got to accomplish our
aim or get stuck with the biggest and best
looking lot of Shirts that we’ve ever shown.
in one season before—barring not even last
Summer when our Silks and Madras - Mix
tures were the talk and wonder of the city.

Fall Neckwear to go with the
shirts. New Collars.
OE THE CLOTHIER
Biddeford and Saco’s Biggest and Best*
Stores for Men and Boys

WILDES DISTRICT
-Mr. Fred Campbell, who. has
been spendng two weeks vacation
at his Summer cottage, returned to
Boston, Mass., on Saturday.
Mrs} Nancy Shuffleburg was a
Kennebunk visitor Saturday.
Mr. Thomas Munroe of Sanford
called on friends here Sunday.
-.Mr and Mrs. Frank Matley of
Sacó were guestsof relatives here
last week.
Mr. Stephen Shuffleburg is in
Boston, Mass., for a brief stay.
Mr. Stephen Perry and Mr. John
Meuse spent the week end at their
homes here.
Invitations have been received
to the. marriage recéption of Miss
Sarah Catherine Rankin and Mr.
George Summersby which will take
place October the eleventh at Wal
tham, Mass;
Willard and Louis Tozie have
gone to Dover, N. H., where they
have employment.
Mr. Harry Wildes who is employ
ed in Dover, N. H., spent the week
end with his family here.
The house owned by G. E.
Rounds of Athol, Mass., has been
sold to William Goodwin.

Thursday, October 2nd Open a

Branch Store
at 3 Plain Street, Near Bridge, Biddeford
Where we will serve all to their individual satisfaction, between the hours of 11.30 a. m. and
1.00 p. m., also from 5.00 p. m. to 6.15 p. m., daily excepting Saturdays, when we will be open
from 11.30 a. m. to 10 p. m.

A. B. C. BREAD SHOP
297 Hain Street, Biddeford
Open 8 a. m. to 6.30 p. m., Saturday until 10 p. m.

J. Randolph Holt, Manager

